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Abu'l Qasim (fl. 8th century)
on cobalt 674, 675, 692
on gilding 703
on stone-paste wares 737–8
advanced ceramics 792–3
amorphous materials 796–7
applications 786–7
ceramic coatings 796
compositions 782–3
cost factors 789
domestic products 788, 791–2
evolution of new materials 790–1
forming and sintering 783–4
functional (electronic) 793
high-temperature structural 795
nano ceramics 796–7
properties of 784, 789
structural ceramics 789–90
Africa
cobalt ores 674
earliest pottery 739, 799
trade with 712, 724, 730, 732
agate, in Ju ware glaze 606
agriculture
and earliest pottery production 2, 13
on loess 95–6
airpath EDXRF analysis 506 and n, 571, 637–8
of cobalt wares 671, 673
alabaster, calcined 700, 751
alchemy, use of ceramics 260
Aldeburgh, Suffolk 2946
alum, cobalt-bearing 661 and n, 662
alumina
as flux 78
in green Chün glaze 507–8
in Huo-chou ware 163
in Kuan glazes 582
aluminin oxide ceramics 781, 783
Amazonia, early pottery 379
amphora
Pan-pho 4
Warring States or Chhin dynasty 444
Amsterdam, silversmiths’ making methods 7528
Anokusa Island, Japan 722
An Lu-Shan rebellion (+755) 672
An Wei, potter (stamp) 413
An-yang, Shang dynasty site 7, 8, 106, 405
bronze casting 123, 281, 398, 404
everl porcelain 151–2 and n
glazed stonewares 126, 127, 129, 130, 131, 142
kilns 333
refractory clays 145, 146
whitewares 123–4, 155, 548, 549
Angkor Wat, Cambodia 4938
Anglo-Chinese War (+1894–2) 771
Anhui province 321, 335–6
fine clays from 314
porcelain stone mines 223, 237
animal power, to crush porcelain rock 226
antimony 470 and n, 471–73
antiques
collections of 29 and n, 30 and n, 31
international market in 33
Arabia
local ceramics 709
see also Islam; Near East
Arabian Gulf, trade with 718
Archaeological Research Institute of Chiangsi province 350
archaeology 1–12, 38–9
bonfire-firing sites 284, 286
of dragon kilns 348–9, 350
of Huo kilns 151–2 and n
Kuan kiln sites 260–1
Kung-hsien kiln site 149
and literary references 152
Ting ware kiln sites 157–8
architectural ceramics
bricks 105, 111–12, 302
Chin dynasty 410–13, 473, 475–476
Chin dynasty 509–12
Chou dynasty 407, 488, 410
doorposts and lintel (Han tombs) 415, 417, 420
Han dynasty 410, 417–95
hollow slabs 410, 411
kilns for (Han dynasty) 392–3, 394, 395, 395
loess clays for 104–12
Ming dynasty 514–19
moulded 407–23
plaster mosaic 520, 521
South China 520–2
stamped 410, 413, 414
state regulation of 105, 410–11
Sung dynasty 509
water pipes 105–6, 106, 107, 110, 111
wells 105, 106–9, 109, 110, 111
Yuan dynasty 512–14
see also bricks; cisterns; tiles
architecture
Chinese 492–3
decoration 494–8
influence of Kuantung province 321–5
pagoda 492 and n, 514, 515–16 and n
869
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glass 465, 476, 481

cobalt 664, 665, 666, 666, 668

glazes 479, 480, 481, 514, 517, 667, 707

'stone-paste' 478, 479, 480

Beauchamp, Francis (fl. +1733) 7398

Benedict XII, Pope (c. +1280–1342) 741

Bengal

opium from 721

trade with 717

Bentley, Thomas (+1730–60) 7498, 7678

Berry, Due de (+1490–1496) 741

binary oxide ceramics 783

bistre 46

Al-Brinis (+923–c. 1008) 693

blackwares

black 'eggshell' stoneware 120, 120, 392, 395

Bronze Age 468–9, 468

Chi-chou 275

Ch'in ware 397, 597

at Huang-p'ing 428, 437, 586, 587

Liang-cha culture 301, 394–5

loess in high-fired glazes 116, 165

long-soaking for 545

Lung-chuan culture 99

Neo-lithic 59, 59, 296

carbonised 300–1, 395–6

northern 317, 397

southern 532

for tea-drinking 273

Tz'u-chou 171

Blake, John Bradley (d. +1772) 767

bone, calcined (animal) 764

bone ash 764

bone china (English) 731, 763–4

based on mixconstruction 793 and 8

bonfire-firing 283–7

'developed' method 285–6

indications of 284

boric oxide, in glazes 505, 506, 507

Borrero, trade with 718, 724

Bosler, Johann Friedrich (+1682–1718) 750–1, 751

porcelain wares 154, 162, 755

brick kilns

Bronze Age 302–3, 304, 305–7, 305

clamps 302, 422

Han dynasty 304, 305–6, 306

man-thou in south China 352–2

'Than' dynasty 309–11, 310, 311, 312, 313

bricks 17, 105, 111–12

fired loess, in Great Wall 117

'three nail' 457

grey, reduction-fired 297, 298–9 and 8

hollow 111, 113–14, 302, 407, 417–20, 417, 418, 419

from Hu'en-yang 416, 417, 418, 419

manufacture of 17, 417–20, 420, 422, 423

small solid (Han dynasty) 421

stamped 417, 417, 417

strip 112, 113, 417

unfired 111

see also tiles

Bristol

architecture (cont.)

roofs 111, 112, 491–4

glazed tiles 489–91

spiritual functions of 491, 492–3, 494

southern kingdoms (Han dynasty) 114

decorations 68, 111, 359

Western 494, 494

roof structures 491–2

see also caves

Arikamedu, India

glass 464, 465, 626, 6278

cobalt-bearing 664, 665

Arita (Japan) kiln site 224, 254, 722

arsenic

in cobalt 678

in opaque enamels 647, 650

art collecting 29–31

artisans

social status of 18, 19, 31

see also labour

ash-paste 618

Baktrian, glazed-stone objects 614

Baghdad, Iraq

Babylon, glass and glazes 1670

Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony (+1610–1733) 730, 752

Australia, China clays from 767

Babylon, glass and glazes 84, 84

Bacon, Francis, (+1561–1626) 742

Bagdud, Iraq 259, 731

Balochistan, glazed-stone objects 81

bamboo, for dishes and vessels 13, 14

Barbosa, Duarte (+c. +1480–1521) 741 and n, 744

barium

in Chinese glass 477–8

in pigments 610

barium oxide (baria)

in bead glaze 485

in Chinese glass 473

in glazes 480, 482–4, 606

barium sulphate (barite) 478

in Jasper ware 767, 769

in pigments 611

Basra, Old (Iraq) 674, 734 and n

Bai Thang, Vietnam, dragon kiln 726

bauxite, amorphous, as white pigment 609 and n

beads

ash-paste 614

eye-beads 474–5, 477, 478, 480, 614

cobalt-blue 660 and n, 661, 666, 667

lace-work 653
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blue glass trade 7298
porcelain factory 760a, 763, 766 and n
bronze
oxidised 630, 631
as status material 8, 404
see also bronze casting; bronze objects
Bronze Age, China 7–8, 794
clay-working methods 395–437
cross-draught kilns 302–3, 304, 305–9, 305
moulded ceramics 74
scholarship 12–15
southern stoneware clays 134
see also Chou dynasty; Hsia dynasty; Shang dynasty
bronze casting
ceramic piece-moulds for 114, 117, 119, 279–80, 333–4
and ceramics 405–7
class used for 122, 399–400 and n
Eastern Chou dynasty 403–4
ornament 402–3
running profiles 398–9, 399, 405
Shang dynasty 102–4, 398, 400–1
temperatures 1236
see also Erh-li-thou
bronze objects
based on pottery forms 7–8, 398–9
bells (Japan) 402
collectors’ pieces 29
gilding on 630–4
silvered 643–5
Swa Mei Hu Fang T’ing (largest bronze vessel) 113, 404
standard forms 297, 298, 493, 494, 530
vessels 7, 14
see also ting vessels
Browne, Dr Thomas (+1652, 825), theory of porcelain 747
Buddhism
and architecture 4928, 493, 498
and ritual vessels 16
Buontalenti, Bernardo (+1556–1608) 748
burial customs, tomb 125
burial wares 5, 137, 149, 184–5
Bronze Age 137
eartheastern wares 501
funerary vessels (Warring States period) 114
jars 5, 543
lead-glazed 113 and n
ning-chih 38
miniatures 495, 573
Neolithic 98
state regulation of 183–6
Thang dynasty 490, 500, 704, 702
Burma
ceramics 799
cobalt ore 684a
local technology transfer 710
raw materials 713
burnishing 66, 74, 383, 609
gold 693, 697 and n, 705, 706
Neolithic black wares 393
Shang dynasty white wares 124, 126
Burlem, Staffordshire, Etruria factory 766–7
calcium antimonate, for white glass colour 470, 471
calcium carbonate 533
calcium hydroxide (slaked lime) 533
calcium oxide (calcium)
as flux 78, 81, 436–7, 533
in Hoing ware glazes 342
in northern alkaline glazes 630
in northern Neolithic wares 100–1
soda-lime glazes 81, 84, 475
in Ting ware clays 162
in wood ash 461, 492, 553
see also limestone
calligraphers 69, 696
Cambodia 727
ceramics 709, 727
kilns 727
local technology transfer 710, 727
trade with 723
Canton
port 557, 716, 728, 779
state trade office at 717
Carl Eugen, Duke of Württemberg (+1744–98) 755a
carnelian, used in glazes 80, 506a
Castiú, Andreas (+1673, 1699)
cast-iron 320–1
castellated, Giuseppe (+1668–1766) 640, 641, 642
Catzenellebogen, Duke Philip von (+1434–31/741)
Caughley, Shropshire, soapstone porcelains 766
Caves 493 and n
limestone 133
in loess cliffs 92–2, 928, 93
workshops in 92, 429, 431
see also Hsia-jen-tung
celadons
from An-yang 1528
blue (Ta-yao) 578–9, 579
Ching-te-chen copies 573–4: 573
decline of 200, 518, 589
export wares 716, 724–5
gilding on 704
glaze colours 377–81, 519–90 and n
glaze-layers 575–7
at Hoing kilns 153
imitations 206 and n, 439
as imperial tribute ware 16
iron dot decoration 636
Ko roa 439, 536–7, 537, 577, 605, 709, 719
Meissen 258b
moulded 407
in north China 143, 165, 435, 586–92
vases from Tsao-p’o 144
white-bodied 159
Yao-chou 165–6, 428, 432–2, 436, 586–90
see also Chun ware; decoration; Ju ware; Lung-chihwan ware
Cellini, Benvenuto (+1431–97, 757)
Central Asia, trade with 728
ceramic forms
based on bronze forms 137, 139, 144–397b, 693–6
based on imported gold and silver vessels 696a
bells 138
INDEX

Neolithic 98
regulations 208
chalk 553–4
see also calcium oxide; limestone
Champion, Richard (+1743–90) 760s, 765
Chang Chhao-Lin (fl. +1660), Chiangsi provincial
 governor 206
Chang Chün (fl. +1531), official 168
Chang Shan (fl. +1428), enunci official 192
Chang Wen-Chih (fl. +. +1534), (author of Tiao Chuan
 Hsü Thau Shih) 516–17
Chang Ying-Wen (fl. +1530–94), scholar, on Chün
 ware 169
Chang-chou, port 716
Chao-chai-tai-shihun, workshop and kiln site 111
Chao Hsi-Ku (+1710–1742), (author of Tung Chhien
 Ching Lu Chh, c. +1290) 90
Chao Ju-Kua (fl. +1225), (author of Chh Pan Chih,
 +1125) 725–74, 729, 732
Chao Shih-Kang (d.c. +256), tomb of 140
Chao-yung Kung (Palace of Accomplished Radiance) 509
charcoal
as fuel 330n, 374–5
as temper 153
Charles VII, King of France (+1403–61) 741
Charles, Jacques (+1746–1823) 3218
Chekiang province
porcelain clays 259–3, 382
see also Kuang ware; Lung-chhiian ware
Chelsea factory
bone china 274
gold-pink enamel 658
soft-paste porcelains 7458
Chen-lan Chhing (Aide to the Pottery Office) 17
Chen-Iuan Shu (Pottery Office) 184–5
Chen-ting, clay from 175
Cheng Ho (fl. +1405–33), Admiral 717–18
Chang La Pei Tshao (Reorganised Pharmacopoeia, +1101) 21
Cheng Thang-Kuei, (author of Ching-te-chen Thao Lu, +1873) 28
Cheng-chou, Shang dynasty site 7, 8, 11, 12, 346
Bronze Age ramport 93 and n, 54
glazed stonewares 147, 129–30
kilns and workshops 1078
Cheng-ting, tile workers from 539
Chih Ching (The Classic of Tea, +796) 271
Chih Fu (Rhapsody on Tea, +775) 271
Chih Hung (pine faggot guild) 413
Chih Hung (fuel guild) 213
Chih-han, tile kiln site 500
Chiang-nan ar Ching-te-chen
Chiang-ning county (Peking), funerary vessels from
114
Chiang-sha kiln site
cohab-bearing glass 664–5
copper underglaze painting 654, 655, 655
cooper-red glaze 563, 564
export wares 728, 734
glazes 535
high-potassium glaze 456, 467, 667
iron oxide underglaze painting 653–56, 656

872

ceramic forms (cont.)
   bottle (narrow-necked) 130, 132
   bronze forms based on 396–7
   chess boards 203
   Chih-chia culture 397
   cisterns 175, 203, 204, 205–6, 205, 412
   cups (moulded Huang-pao ware) 430 and n
   dragon and phoenix jars 192, 202
   Ts’u-chou ware 175
   ewers 445, 499, 594–4
   celadon 431, 437
   cockerel-headed 143, 438, 523
   handles 393–4, 437, 453–454
   ice-chests 203
   incense burners 168, 169, 509–10
   influence of silver on 434–5, 437
   jars 143
   laung-phing (official jars) 175
   Ju ware 165, 604
   lids 335, 434
   lotus-petalled 143
   Neolithic 381
   pillows 271, 172, 507, 627, 656
   ritual vessels 18, 107
   screens 25, 22, 32, 203
   snuff bottles 646
   southern 145–7
   spouts 437–8, 433–4
   square-sectioned (slab-built) 406, 444–5
   stem-cups 669n, 704
   Neolithic blackware 120, 120, 304, 395
   sea-bowls 447, 270–78, 453
   singing vessels 4, 1044, 400, 486
   trilobate vases 120, 145, 309, 394
   ewers 145, 394, 393
   laung form 120, 123, 177
   urinals 140, 253
   vases 446, 651, 659
   see also architectural ceramics; burial wares;
   ceremonial wares; ritual wares
   ceramic types 9, 11–12
   Chinese terds for 11–12
   Neolithic wares 2
   Pan-pho ware 3, 3, 3, 4
   see also earthwares; glazed; porcelains; stone;
   stoneware; whitewares
   ceramics 40, 376
   changing tastes and fashions for 30, 207
   in Chinese alchemy 280
   Chinese north–south divide 87–8, 713–14
   dynamic of 34–5
   imitations of Chinese types 710
   specialisation 29
   state funds for 190
   status of 14, 15, 16, 83, 202–3
   technological developments (+20th to 21st centuries)
   780–97
   see also advanced ceramics; ceramic forms; ceramic
   types; clay-working; Five Great Wares; imperial
   factories; porcelains; pottery-making
   ceremonial wares 14
   bronze 8
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Ju ware kilns at 39, 168
Chihung-ling, agate mined at 606
chih-chou ware (translucent with bluish glaze) 201, 218,
219, 230–235, 312
analysis of 711 and its
and ‘Blanc de Chine’ (Te-hua) 249, 247
Ching-te-chen production 445, 556–557, 574
and cobalt pigments 675–676
distortion in firing 238
fired enamels 615
glaze stones 539, 559
graves 560, 559
at Hsiao-chieh-ling 263
Chih-ch’ung Ch’i (Notes by One Who Lives Near the
Gate of Chih-ch’ung-po, +1910) 665
Chih-ch’i-yan kiln site 381
Chih-yü Hsü-Hsia (Fl. +1774)
Thao Hung 194
see also Tsan Shou
chih-yü to-chou (earth-worm trail) 600
Chih-chung-lai kiln site copper underglaze painting 653, 655
dragon kilns 534–535
iron oxide underglaze painting 653–4, 654, 656
lead glazes 508, 509
lime glazes 535, 536
man-thou kiln 329
polychrome lime glazes 535–37, 533
stonewares 141, 147
yellow-white glazed wares 654
Chih-chiao-ling culture (Neo-Lithic) 133, 1308
Chih-chou kiln site 259, 549
Chih-tou-kung kiln site 249, 351–52, 359
porcelain stone 212
Te-hua wares 245, 246
Chih-yüan county, kiln site, Ting wares 543
Chih-yüan Hung Chih (gazetteer, +1904) 38
Chih-yuan Nan Ts’ou Chih (Notes on Chih-yuan Nan, +1604) 249
Chih-yan Te (Fl. +1773–8), assistant at Ching-te-chen 197
Chih-yuan Fu Chih (gazetteer, +1612) 243
Chih-yan-ho kiln site 714
Neo-Lithic site 134, 135, 136
stonewares 141
Chih-yuan-ho port
exports from 257, 258, 417, 716, 744
state trade office at 717
(Chih-yan Hsien-Ho) Po K’ao Thu Lu [Drawings and
List of All Antiquities Known...], +1125–298
Chih-yaung-ching, sandstone clays from 319
Chih-yaung-ching kiln site
Chih-yaung-lai wares 532
Chih-yaung-tou kiln site
Chih-yaung-ho kiln site
Chih-yaung-lai wares 532
Shu family of potters 278
Tseng family of potters 278
Yin family of potters 278

phase-separated glazes 566
san-thai wares 734
southern green glazes 543–533
stonewares 141, 437, 734
Thung-kuan ware 29
Chiao-chou kiln site 357
porcelain stone 223
Chiao-pao, tile workers from 319
Ch’i Chu-te (Fl. +685), calligrapher 194
Chien Chi-ch’ing (+1915), Te-hua potter 243
Chien Chih-kuo (Fl. +1610), Assistant Prefect of
Jiao-chou 192
Chien Hsi-ku Chien (Fl. +1570), Assistant Prefect of
Nan-yang-hsiang 23, 199
Chien Kao-Mo (Fl. +1680), Superintendent at
Ching-te-chen 210
Chien Liao, author of Thao Yu, +1910 and Tzu-hsia Hu, +1910 53–4, 189
Chien Ming-Yuan, I-hsing potter 328
Chien Yu-Nien (Fl. +1901), official 210
Chien Yu-hsiang (Fl. +1700), Governor of Kiangsi
province 630–1
Chien-lu-chuang, Hsing kiln site 153
Chien-ku kiln site, Yao-chou ware 166, 431
Chih Kung (Fl. +1107), poet 107
Chiheng Ts’o-Chiang (Fl. +1267), workmen on services
372
Chiheng-Hua wares (porcelain) 26, 194
to-chou enamels 260
Chih-hung-tu kiln site 329, 532
Chih-tung-siu site (Neo-Lithic) 99, 122, 146
whiteware vessel 120, 120, 126
Ch’i Min Tao Shu [Important Arts for People’s Welfare,
+657] 20, 265
Chihou clay, tile-makers 519
Chihou, mi ‘se ware 508, 539
Chihou Li-Pao (Fl. +1786), assistant at Ching-te-chen
39
Chihou-Lung wares copper-red glazes 567–8, 567
enamelled 614, 615
muffle kilns for 575
Chihou dynasty 15, 412
bricks and tiles 17, 410–13, 414, 415, 416
see also Hsien-yang: Shih-Huang-Ti, first emperor of the
Chin
Chihou Ting Chihou Shang Shih (corpus of Thang poetry,
+740) 271–2
chihou (zither) 300
Chihou-lung mountain range 326, 714
formation of 39, 30, 39, 87
chihou (sclaterian blue) 203
Chihou dynasty 22, 33, 36, 188
and trade 715, 720, 771
Chihou-ch’iang, Shang dynasty site
early blackware glazes 466
proto-porcelain 156
Chihou-ho-hsien, Hsing wares at 430
Chihou-hsi ware 532
Chihou-lan kiln site 532
Chihou-lung-su
Chin wares at 169
Chi-chou ware 273, 277–8, 279
blue-and-white ware 675
clay 276–9, 279
dragon kilns 354
lead glazes 508, 508
chi-sun-ching 350 (egg-shaped kilns) 237, 366–70
duo [bronze form] 4018
Chia Su-Shi-Hsiu ([†. +6th century],[author of Chhi Min
Yao Shu], +353+44) 20
Chia-Ching reign period (+1522–66) 22
blue-and-white wares 234, 504
china 704–5
porcelain production figures 199
Chia-shan site, Neolithic 105
Chiang Chhi ([†. +13th or +14th century],[author of Thao
Chih, c. +1214–34 or c. +1322–3) 24–5, 248, 212
chiang [skilled pottery] 409
Chiang-nui-fen, archaeological sites 413, 415
Chiang-shan, Shang dynasty site 11
proto-porcelains 136
stonewares 129–30, 131
Chiang-foo Chin (Directorate for the Palace Buildings) 185
Chiang-foo Ta-chiang (Chamberlain for Palace Buildings) 17
Chiang-foo Yuen (Imperial Manufactory Commission) 191
Chien-p’ai province 199
maps 187, 195, 343, 344
Chiang Sheng Ta Chih [gazetteer, +1556] 23–4, 209, 226, 271
on egg-shaped kilns 370–1
saltpetre in glazes 531
Thao Ching Fa [Record of Pottery Management] 23
Chiangsi T’o Chih [gazetteer, +1350] 22 and n, 22, 23, 35
Chiangsi T’o Chien Lung, (Chiangsi Porcelain
Company) 189
Chiao-eh-ching kiln site, copper-green glaze 543
Chiao-shan, Shang dynasty site 11
dragon kilns 348
glazed stonewares 127, 129–30
Chiao-shan Hsiu (Altar for Sacrificing to Heaven), Kuan
kiln site 359, 360
composition analysis 263, 264
Chih-hsiao kiln site 339
Chih-hsiu (Shansi)
Hall of the Three Purities [San-chihng Lou] 509
see kiln site 509, 509–19
Chih-hsin, porcelain clays from 236
chien (house bases) 111, 492
Chien kiln site (Fukien), porcelain stone 222
Chien ware 267, 268, 269, 286–7, 509, 529
dragon kilns for 335
Chien-sung T’ang [Hall for Establishing Brilliance] 509
Chien-t’uhs-tuhan kiln site, Ting ware 158, 159, 315, 513, 544
Chien-yang county kiln site, dragon kilns 267, 269
Chih Ta Thang Tsu Chiao [Documents from the Hall of
Purposive Elegance, c. +1324–1368], on gliding
703
Chih-chiang, Neolithic whitewares 181, 182
chimneys
Ching-te-chen 365

on northern kilns 318, 319, 323, 347–333
perforated end-walks (dragon kilns) 336
Chin dynasty, architectural ceramics 307–9
Chin Shih Lu (Collection of Texts on Bronze and Stone)
(c. +1352) 298
chia-chao [‘metal brick’] tiles 516
Chin-hua, cobalt mines 686
Chin-hua kiln site
imitation Chin wares 602
southern greenslaves 534
Chou [‘intense firing’] 373
Chin-kheng, porcelain clays from 236
Chin-ma kiln site 532, 654
Chin-sha Pagoda 674
chia-sun thick-bien (gold thread and iron wire) 506
China as an economy, geology; north China; south China
Chinese Academy of Sciences 779 and s
Ching, Emperor [†. +142] 18
Ching-hsing kiln, Ting ware imitations from 1598
Ching-te-chen
expansion of city 209–11
Porcelain Bureau 186
sacked and rebuilt (+1352–69) 87–8
transport network 225, 240
Ching-te-chen site, Chingsi province 22–3, 185–242
Chinese literature on 24–6, 33, 119, 184
Chin ware copies 604
copies of Jasper ware 767, 768
copies of Ting ware 160
decline of 214, 270–1
19th-century map 507
early European interest in 38, 742–5
so also of Enamelled
kiln techniques 544
kiln techniques 365, 70
architectural ceramics 512, 517, 520
development 505–6
dragon kilns 536, 358
mass production 442
private 197–8, 200, 209
manufacturing methods 442–50
Ming and Chhing dynasties 455–54
to Yuan dynasty 442–3
modern production 773–4, 794
official state control 185–90, 191
design and sumptuary regulations 202–9
eunuch officials 193–235
imperial factory built 188–9
labour relations 209–14
production quotas 197–207
records of 35 and 6, 206–7
production of enamels 644
Thai-hsing Rebellion (+1853) 208
workshops 83, 50, 443
we also Ching-te-chen wares
Ching-te-chen Thao Lu [Account of Ceramic Production
447–8, 449 and 8
on overlazed enamels 626
on potteries 524
on reproduction Chin wares 570, 603
Ching-te-chen wares 335
blue-and-white 232, 233, 234, 447, 433, 676, 721
ch’ing-pai ware 443, 536-8, 557
compared with European hard-paste porcelains 753
compared with Te-hua 248
fe-hua wares 512
famille rose 634-9, 650, 659
famille rose (Khang-Hsi) 234, 634, 651
Five Dynasties whitewares 213, 214, 215, 219, 447, 526
and glazes 256, 550, 551, 552-3, 555
geology of porcelain stone 219, 222, 223, 522-3, 524
gilding 764, 766, 706
glazes 550-6, 552
cobalt-blue 536-7, 634, 675-9, 675, 676-81, 679
coke-red 570, 567, 658
greenware 550, 551
iron-yellow 551
monochrome blue (Yuan dynasty) 570-2, 572
mineralogy of raw materials 216-17, 218, 216-17
moulded vessels 446, 444
overglaze enamels 170, 609, 620, 621-2, 634, 650
attempts to reproduce lustre wares 739
‘foreign colours’ (famille rose) 634-9
turquoise-blue 622, 623, 624
yellow 632
porcelain clays 20, 60, 227
red-and-white 235
technological development of 214-17
underglaze-blue 675, 675, 676-82
+15th century 686-8, 682
Yuan dynasty 676-8, 677, 680
used in pharmacology 22
wheel-thrown round wares 445-6
white ware and porcelains 21, 442, 443-5
glazes 552
yellow 235, 555, 663
see also ch’ing-pai ware
Ch’a Thang So (Old History of the Thang dynasty, +593), on Pottery Office 1185
chlorine, in enamels 69a
Chou dynasty (Bronze Age) 7, 8, 12, 18
architectural ceramics 497, 498, 499
pottery-making 14-15
Chou Hui (fl. +1192), (author of Ching-pu Ta Chih) on jade ware 605
Chou Li, Kuan Kang Chi (The Artificers’ Record, c. –500 to 430) 15-17, 15, 107-8, 405-6
Chou Mi (+1225-98), Sung dynasty scholar 160, 703
chou (perfectre) 199
Chou Tan-Chihuan (a.k.a. Chou Shih-Chih) (fl. +1573-1629), potter and faker 33
chrome, to colour Jasper ware 767
Chu Chihcheng, (fl. +998 or +1049), potter 509
Chu Fan Chih (Records of Foreign Nations, +1225) 723-4
Chu Jung (legender ruler, Bronze Age) 12
Chu Lao, Vietnam, kiln site 726
Chu Yen (fl. +1774), (author of Thun Shao) 25-7, 26, 27, 406
Ch’ao-pao Shan kiln site 514
Chu-shan (Pearl Hill), imperial kiln site at Ching-te-chen 116, 117-8, 117, 515, 678
ch’o-ja pai (porcogrease white) 240, 607
chain (angle measure) 490v
Chuang Tzu (Book of Master Chuang, c. –290), on potters’ techniques 406
clay vessels 2002, 204, 397, 574, 693
Chuin ware (stoneware) 167, 169, 177, 601-2
Chin-thai kiln site 595
copied at Ching-te-chen 395-7, 595, 601, 602, 603
firing characteristics 325
glazes 75, 596-7, 597, 598, 607
celadon 595-7
green 399, 600, 699
liquid-liquid phase separation 595-7, 599, 600
origins of 597-9
‘splashed’ or ‘speckled’ 597, 637
imitations 604-5, 601, 602
moulded flowerpots 74, 441 and 6, 602
porosity of 74
pao-pi-tai (flammable) effect 564
Yung-Cheng period 601, 602, 603
Chin-shan kiln site, southern greenwares 324
Chung-shih (ordinary servant) 185
Chun-sui kiln site, step kiln 366
Ch’ung-yongdon, Korea 720
ch’u-ohi (closed forms of ceramics) 772
cisterns 175, 202, 204, 205, 6, 205
Ch’ing ware 602
dragon 374
water 169, 412
clay-working
application of pressure 41, 67
burnishing 66, 74, 385, 609
compression of 65-9, 73-4
hand-modelling
beating 381, 433
coiled 5, 63, 68, 381, 393, 504
cylinder-shaping 386 and 8
paddle and anvil 5, 56, 3, 96, 381, 381-4
Polaroid 390-1
top-down construction 390
handle-making 393-4, 437
jig 397-8
featherhard state 66, 68a
see also moulds
model-making 396-7
preparation 186, 226-8, 444-3, 439-40, 439-43
for sheet-clays 451
press-moulding 42, 74, 495, 444-8, 432-3, 435
jiggering 433
for large pieces 444-5
running profiles 398-9, 399
sheet-clay 450-1, 452, 453 and 8
slab-moulding 273, 445-6
see also bricks, tiles
spout-making 437-8
throwing 60-7 and 119
into moulds 438
and joining 392-3, 454
off top of lump of clay 68, 69-71, 445-6 and 8
origins of 391-3
turning 445-6
turning (finishing) 68-9, 73, 416, 447
later Ching-te-chen wares 447, 448-50
see also decoration, glazes
INDEX
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clay-working (cont.)

‘wrenching’ 295 and u

seroradiography 382–4, 382n, 395

see also advanced ceramic; moulds; plasticity; pottery

wheels; pottery-making

clays 2, 47–9, 279–81

for bricks 472

calcareous, Yang-shao 100

Chi-chou ware 279–8, 279

crushed weathered rock (south China) 140, 142, 235

English ball 337, 728

English china 257–9, 261, 763

extraction 271, 276

Hsin-ju-tang (Palaeolithic) 310 and u

from hydro-thermal alteration 48

kaolinite 120–1, 122 and u, 123

mineral composition 46, 42–8, 43, 121–2, 129–30, 131, 132, 172

northern Mesopotamia 135

northern stoneware 59, 68, 129–30, 131, 144, 175–6

origins of 42–8, 122–3

primary (residual) 48 and n, 153, 235

purple ball (Ling-shan) 162–3, 162

purple (fa-sihe) 374–5, 275

red

Lang-chchian 254, 255, 256, 275–8, 297–8

North China 100

refractory 122–3, 133–4, 146, 453–539

in Europe 754 and u

Ja ware 176, 177, 178, 178

for sagger 376

secondary (south China) 147

sedimentary 47, 132–3

southern stoneware 59–60, 68, 129–30, 131, 132

nature of 132–3, 141

stored 742

‘true’ 42, 44

used in Islamic imitations 773

used in pharmacology 191–2

from volcanic alteration 48

Yao-chou stoneware 164, 176, 177

see also clay-working; loess; porcelain clays; porcelain

stoners; shrinkage; whitewares

Clement X, Pope (+1670–1721), embassy (+1721) 641

clinker 317, 318

cloisonné enamels 454n, 501n, 607, 648, 630

Chinese 647, 650, 650, 651–2

coated-blue 659, 689, 690, 691–2

see also enamels; fa-sihe

cal

advantages of 366–7

ambra 63

ash-pits for 318, 320–2

bituminous 63

England 41 and u, 338, 769

as fuel 63, 80 and u, 181, 306, 316 and n, 328, 330

in high-temperature kilns 318–2, 328

light 63

in man-shou kilns 159, 165, 318–22, 328

need for fire-bars 318–19 and n

coated compounds, in glazes 630, 631

coated ores 694, 692, 797

Africa 673

arsenal 678

high-copper 694


high-manganese 661, 664, 676, 680, 682, 682, 683

iron, 684, 681, 688, 692

nicked in 677, 671

Persia 644

preparation of 686

refining 687

sources 684–7

with tin 689

trade in 795

see also asbrite

cobalt oxide

in ancient Near Eastern glass 661–2

for blue glass colour 470, 475, 477, 658–9 and u, 660

in blue glasses 301, 303, 371–2 and u, 685, 707

in Chinese ceramics 638–641

in overglaze enamels 688

pigment analyses 668–9, 669, 671, 672, 473

to colour Jasper ware 767

see also cobalt ores; pigments

cobalt spinel 660, 663

collodial processing, advanced ceramics 785

colour

raw materials 49, 609

see also glaze colours; painting; pigments

combustion 61–3

air supply and 62–3

flaming stage 62–3

flashing stage 62–3

Cortesius, 450 to 479; 414

connoisseurship

Chinese texts 45–54

Five Great Wares 150

construction methods see clay-working; moulding

Cookworthy, William (+1705–80)

glazes 473–6, 571–3

kiln 768, 769

porcelains 783–9, 797

comparisons with Ching-te-chen 759, 760, 760, 762, 762

and soapstone 796

underglaze cobalt 765–60, 779

Copeeland, William Taylor (+1827–88) 157

copper

on China glasses 656–7

effect on lead glasses 48–5

in pigments 650, 658–7

to colour glass 473

to colour glasses 60, 666, 470, 630, 654, 660

copper alloy see bronze

Cornwall

china clays 488, 753, 759, 761, 763 and u

in Jasper ware 767

cobalt ore 758

Hard Purple stone 761

Hard White stone 761, 764a, 764, 777

St Ives pottery 766–7, 767
INDEX

Crete, Mycenaean blue glass 661 and η

Cristobalite 59, 325, 335, 436 and η

Cruz, Gaspar da (+1520–70), Dominican friar 36–7, 740, 741

Cultural Revolution (+1966–76) 780 and η

Cyprus, trade with 730

Damascus, Syria 736

d’Ancona, Jacopo (+1470–83) 376

Darduin, Giovanni (+1585–1654) 639

decoration

applied moulding 144

blue-and-white 194, 202, 228, 234

bronze ornament 406–7 and η

carving 144, 159, 433–4 and η

cut-glaze (sgraffito) 171, 290, 736

deliberate carbonisation 300–1

dotted comb 443

dragon designs 200, 495–6 and η, 315, 315, 320–1

dragon and phoenix 192, 202, 203

on architectural ceramics 410, 411, 515

engraved 443

faceting 438–9

feng hsi-hsien (Western styles) 644

floral painting (Chihuang-tai) 332, 337

gilding 166, 201, 202, 570

glaze inlay 170

horizontal banding 390 and η, 391, 448 and η

Hsien ware, coring, stamping, piercing 2

incised 172, 380, 433, 437, 464

influence of silver on 434–5

iron dots on celadon glazes 630

and lime glazes 527

metal binding on unglazed rims 159

moulding

interior 159

surface designs 435

northern blackwares 170

overglaze enamels 170, 173, 324–5

’Swatow ware’ 382, 382

Te-hua ware 244

Pan-pho ware, pigments 5

resist (Chin-chou) 278–9

resist (paper) 395

roofs 494–8

‘silhouetted’ 395

specific to imperial wares 202–3

sprig moulding 431, 766

stamped 2, 134, 140

sw an-chih enamels 362 and η, 363

underglaze-blue wares 200, 231, 560, 564, 675, 676–84

underglaze painting 171, 652–6, 672

underglaze-red 314, 315, 563–4

unglazed relief 570

see also designs; dragon designs; enamels; gilding; glaze colours; glazes; moulding; painting; tiles
deforestation 212, 320 and η

dehydroxilation 57

defies, Hungshian figures 5

defies, pottery 32, 206

Feng-hsi hsi-hsien (Immortal of the Flaming Kiln) 206

and lost red glaze 596–7

northern monuments to 187

at Te-Hua (Lin Ping) 243–4

d’Entrecolles, Père François Xavier (+1664–1741) 20, 23, 37

on enamels 622, 651, 689

on firing failures 22, 24

on gilding 691–9

influence on Cookworthy 738, 780, 792

on kaolins 298, 786

on Lung-chihuan ware 238, 573–4

and misconception of ‘bones’ 783 and η

on porcelain glazes 394, 373–4

on saltpetre 641, 654

on throwing 68

on wood ash 451–2

on work at Ching-te-chen 212, 450

Derby

bone china 764

kiho 706

soft-paste porcelains 754

seattle 755

for imperial wares 202–3, 206–7, 530

lotus-petal 438 and η

see also decoration; dragon designs
die pressing, advanced ceramics 784

downdraught kilns 642 and η

Dolni Vestonice, Czech Republic, Cro-Magnon 1637

Palaeolithic site 119, 378

Dorset, ball clay 736

dragon designs 201, 495–6 and η, 315, 315, 570–1

dragon and phoenix 193, 203, 204

dragon vases 506

mei-phing 508, 646

dragon kilns see kiln types, dragon

Dresden

red stoneware 749–50

see also Meissen

drinking cups, materials for 13, 14
drying, and shrinkage 41–2, 56

Dui Halde, J. B. (+1674–1743), Description Geographique de l’Empire de la Chine (+1725–41) 738, 769

Duchê, André (+1710–76), American potter 753 and η

Dutch East India Company 746–7

Dwight, John (+1673–1703), porcelains 736–7, 737

earthware

defined 9, 11

firing temperature 9

lead-glazed 410, 500–1

Palaerolitico 9, 133, 379–80

tianglazed (Iraq) 162, 662, 671, 732–5, 797–8 and η

see also Neolithic wares

East Africa

local ceramics 709

trade with 718, 724, 728

East India Company, Dutch 746–7

East India Company, English

and cobalt ores 688

opium trade 771

trade with China 745 and η, 747, 770–1
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INDEX

trade with China 745, 747, 770–1 see also Cornwall; East India Company; London; Staffordshire
environmental pollution, and use of advanced ceramics 790
Erh-li-kang, Shang dynasty tombs 226 and n
bronze-foundings 397, 400
glazed stonewares 436, 457, 546
Erh-li-chou, Bronze Age site (Shang dynasty) 7, 17
cast bronze vessels 397
gilding 561
Eridu, Iraq, blue glass 660a
erythrite (cobealt ore) 684a, 723b
envy, power of (Ming dynasty) 193–4, 518–19, 717b
Europe
analysis of Chinese porcelain materials 773
early prized porcelains 711
experiments with porcelain 730–1, 758
feldspathic porcelains 157, 769
glass trade 698–9
gold-ruby glass 657
hard-paste porcelains 157, 162, 710, 731–4
modern porcelains 759
new enamel colours from 647
porcelain factories 73, 40 and n, 55, 281, 747
red stonewares 710, 756
and remote technology transfer 710, 749–72
royal patronage 732 and n, 7358
theories about nature of porcelain 741–2
trade with China 714, 745–7 see also England; export wares; France; Meissen;
Roman Empire; Saxony; Sévres; Venice
European travellers to China 36–8, 760–1
export wares 709, 729, 742, 767
I-hsing red stonewares 430–3, 452
blue-and-white 692, 717–18, 721, 723, 732, 746
celadons 716, 724–5
Cihuang-sha 716
ch’ing-pai wares 557, 724
Ching-te-chen 444, 745
underglaze-blue 695, 737
for Europe 745–7
Hsing-chou white porcelains 716
imitations of 714, 732–3
in Japan 721
Kuangtung wares 716
Lang-chhiian wares 252
regilled 700
san-t’ou 500, 618
and shipwreck cargoes 364a, 721, 724, 725, 726, 728, 746–7
southern greenwares 580–1
‘Swatow wares’ 362–3, 365, 367
Te-hua 240, 241, 277
Thang dynasty 716
Tien-Chi (reign period) 234
Tung-chou white porcelain 716
to South-East Asia 724
Vierc ware 716 see also trade; tribute wares
exclusion moulding, advanced ceramics 584–5
fu-hsi wares 177, 484 and n, 524 and n, 534, 607
INDEX 879

size of 294n, 317, 318
firing 59–5
air-staved fuel reduction 300–1
alpha-beta quartz inversion 57
bicrucible-firing 348, 349, 358, 501
boufriere-firing 283, 7
carbonisation 296, 300–1
chemical changes during 57–9
and cooling 295–300, 347–8
dehydrosialisation 57
distortion (sheng-pai wares) 298
egg-shaped kilns 372–3
failures 53, 54
first stage 51–2
formation of mullite crystals 52
long-smoking 346–7, 328, 330, 331, 345
observation holes 373
oxidation 63, 100, 296, 473, 738
early lead-glazed wares 116
and translucency 290
process and stages of 55–9
reduction-firing 100, 296, 297–302, 421, 455
coal for 318
Cookworth’s use of 750–60
effect on glaze colour 273
painted Han ceramics 115
removal of water 55
schedules 326–7
solid-state sintering 57–8
steam explosions during 335
of terra-cotta army figures 466–7
water gas generation 297–9
see also firing temperatures; fuels; kiln setting
firing temperatures 52, 53–6, 327
I-hsing wares 475
bone china 764
boufriere-firing 304, 386, 216
Chi-chou wares 277, 278
Ching-te-chen porcelain 773
control over 294, 350–7, 353–354
dragon kilns 348
earthenware 9
European hard-paste porcelains 751, 755–756
Fulham wares 756
Hsing ware porcelains 52, 153
Neo-lithic wares 58, 63
porcelain clays 9, 32, 146–7
Shang dynasty whitewares 124
stonewares 9, 145
Ting wares 61, 545
whitewares 163–4
see also fuels; kilns
Five Classics (books), references to pottery-making 60, 64
Five Dynasties period
official Ting wares 160
and rise of Ching-te-chen whiteware 214–16
Five Emperors (Bronze Age) 12
Five Great Wares 160, 573
see also Ch‘ün ware; Ju ware; Ko ware; Kuan ware; Ting ware
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Florencce, Italy, porcelain imitations 749
flowerpots, moulded (Chun) 74, 441, 601, 602, 602
fluoride opacification 69
flares from Pan-pho 290
porcelain 280 and n
flames eutectic mixtures 79, 79, 81, 84, 456
in glazes 77–8
Fu-shan kiln site 321–2
Ancestor temple 498
sheet-clay technique 453
Fontana, Flaminio (fl. +16th century) 748
Fontaney, Jean de (+1643–1710) 541
Founhills Vase (Yuan dynasty) 741
Forward Recoil Energy Spectrometry (FRES) technique 298
France:
- enamels 657
- Sainte-Porchaire wares 754
- soft-paste porcelains 749, 754
- see also Limoges; Mennecy; Sèvres
frit ware 735–6, 737, 747
firing 621–2, 6212
Frye, Thomas (+1710–62), patent for bone china 764
fu (bronze form) 280, 530
Fu Hsi (legendary ruler, Bronze Age) 12
Fu Hsuan Fu Fa (+1200–1179), Sung text 506, 599
Fu-chou capital of the princely Wang clan 520
pot 746
Fu-feng, Western Chou dynasty site 130
- eye-beads from 474, 625
Fu-fu, county, Ching-te-chen 210
private kilns 198
Fu-lai (Hsi Hsi chih) (gazetteer, +1682) 23, 248, 186
fu-pching glaze stone (Yao-chou) 594
fu-chou (upside-down firing) 159, 175, 235, 340, 345–6
Ching-te-chen wares 443
Ting ware 435
Fu-shing kiln site, dragon kiln 350–1
Fu-tan University, Shanghai 787
fuels 60–1
- for bonfire-firing 483, 485
- carbon-volatiles balances 64
- coals 41 and n, 63, 88 and n, 181, 316 and n, 328, 330
- coal-cakes 306
- in man-shan kilns 159, 166, 318–20, 458
- crude oil 64 and n
- dung 64 and n
energy consumption 60–1
in England 769
ferns (for ash) 554
firing temperatures 620–1
- for water-smoking of tiles 510
wood 61 and n, 82, 88, 155, 513
- for dragon kilns 348
in England 759, 768
firing properties 351–3, 352
pine-barks 212, 370–1 and n, 371, 452
- scrub (brushwood) 88, 373
see also firboxes; firing temperatures; kilns; wood ash
Fuhien province architectural influence 522
export wares 724
porcelain stone 222, 237
pottery manufacture 41, 544–5
Fulham wares 735, 737
funerary vessels see burial wares
Fustat (Old Cairo), Egypt 730, 733
garlic oil, as painting medium 703
- garnet, possibly used in glazes 366a
- gas, natural 64
- gazetteers 22–4
Geldonaulon, shipwreck cargo 746–7, 746
geology coalfields and n 88, 319, 328, 329
- granities 44, 45, 46
- igneous rocks 45 and n, 132
- loess 90–3, 97
- metamorphic rocks 438
- Nan-shan Chhin-ling divide 49–50, 31, 33, 132, 712
- palaeosols 93–5
- south China 132–3
tectonic event (Triassic period) 50, 52, 87, 132
Than-cheng 625
Lu-chiaiang Wrench Fault System 88, 536, 712–13, 723
- see also weathering
- gilding 160, 200, 201, 693–707
- fired-on 667–706, 707
- high-temperature 700
- mercury gilding 694, 699–700
- overall 706, 706
- Thang dynasty burial figure 702, 702
on Ting wares 703–4
on turquoise glazes 624
unfired 700
- see also gold
- glass 707
Arikamedu 461, 465, 664, 665
- beach 465, 474, 476, 477
- coloured 481, 537
- Chinese 743
- Near East 470, 471, 475
- West Asia 470
- colours 614–15
- cobalt-blue 658, 664–5, 665, 666
- gold-ruby 653–8, 657
- pigments for 610–12, 617
- in European hard-paste porcelains 753–7, 754
- and glazes 75, 6, 466, 486, 487, 488, 490
- Han dynasty 465
- high-potassia 625, 626, 666, 667
- lead-baron, with cobalt 665, 667, 668
- low-fired 474–5, 477
- marvering 474 and n
INDEX

modern specialty 790
opaque 692
red Mesopotamian 475, 476, 477, 488, 503
soda-lime (calcium oxide-silica) 31, 81, 84, 147, 475
theory of 76–7
see also beads; glazes
glass objects 627
glass trade and
with Europe 658–9

glaze ash (burned limestone) 554–5, 555, 569, 764
rice husks 581

glaze colours 667–8
amber 501, 503, 507, 539
black
Thang stonewares 165, 501
Ting 159
blackware 116, 165
Bronze Age 468–9, 468
Tzu-chou 172, 173
blue 209, 570–2, 572
chemistry of 471–3
cobalt-blue 501, 503, 563, 572–2 and n, 658
cooper compounds for 80, 85, 436, 466, 470
copper-green 147, 148, 485, 590, 657
copper-red 190, 191, 470, 472, 475, 657, 658
Ching-te-chien 659, 70, 567
dark green 505
effect of oxidation and reduction on 473–531
flambé-red 639
green 144, 488, 501, 503, 505, 507, 607
see also celadons
green-blue (jade) 556 and n, 577
icy blue (ching-pai) 219, 505
in imitated Chin wares 599–70
iron-brown 590
iron-green Yao-chou 436
ivory (Ting) 159
olive-green 144
opal-blue (Chin) 597
purple-brown (Ting) 159
red 507
‘robins egg blue’ 571, 692
straw-coloured 144, 147, 501
turquoise 202, 501, 512, 533, 657, 607
Tzu-chou 173, 627–8, 739
turquoise-blue, Ching-te-chien 622, 624
Tzu-chou ware 173, 473, 507
whites 607–8
yellow
antimony 470 and n
Ching dynasty 207
Tzu-chou 170, 597
see also celadons; decoration; enamels; glaze effects; greenware; painting

glaze effects
cho-ka (partridge feather) 269
Ch’i-chou ware 277
‘partridge spot’ 552
thu-hun (hare’s fur) 269, 532, 570

yu-li (oil spot) 269, 277
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yao-chou ware 592, 592
Lang-hsien 572–8

glazes 74–5, 75–6, 606–8

accidental discovery of 54–455
alkaline
Ching-te-chen 560
feldspathic Huang ware (YN) 543, 546
analyse of alkaline glazes 626, 629, 639
application 448–50 and nn. 449–50, 457–8, 539–575
biscuit-glazing 593
ash 138, 139, 233, 468–9
Han dynasty (partial) 462, 463
Korea 719
boric oxide (Liao dynasty) 505, 507
ching-pai ware 556, 557
Chih-chou ware 278–9
Chien ware tea-bowls 269, 270
Ching-te-chen wares 550–62
ching-pai ware 219, 556, 557
copies 572–4, 573

copper-red 565, 70, 567

low-iron types 561
porcelain 560–2, 560

Chin ware 170, 535, 599–70, 595–7, 597, 598

coloured 470–6, 666


copper 80, 85, 436, 466, 470, 472
iron oxides 470, 471, 472
titania 471, 473–4, 533
see also glaze colours
and cooling rates 77

crackle 147, 258, 266, 574, 585

ch’iu-cou tshi-hsien (gold thread and iron wire) 266

Northern Chhi dynasty 143 stained lines 583
see also Ko ware; Kuan ware


crazing 144, 495, 547, 584
‘earth-worm trails’ 600

cristobalite compression 39

effect of coal ash on 543

eutec mixtures 79, 81, 84, 436, 505

with potassium 628, 629
‘fading’ (Warring States) 465
‘feldspathic’ 473, 572

firing temperatures, southern stonewares 525, 526, 547

fluxes 77–8

and glass 73–5, 466, 467, 468, 470
huo-sang (fresh red) ware 594, 595
intaid designs 499–500

Ji ware 177

Ko ware 73, 466–7, 574–7, 584, 585

Kuan ware 259, 374–7, 581–4

copies 273

layered glazes 584–5

layered (multiple coatings) 259–1, 377, 572–7, 581, 584–5

lead 469, 522, 606, 658


copper-red wares 570
INDEX

882 glazes (cont.)
early 115 and n, 116, 143, 149, 410
Han dynasty 482, 483
lead poisoning 484, 484
Liao dynasty 503, 504, 505
san-shai 149 and n, 150, 165
Song and Chin dynasty 567, 568
Thang dynasty 177, 315, 430, 500–1, 502, 503
Yao-chou 548
south China 508
Thang dynasty 499–499, 500
tiles 310–11
in Western wares 450
lead-boria 480, 482–4, 466, 638
lime 453–4, 526, 573–7, 589
Cookworthy’s 762, 762
Kuan wares 546
and painted oxides 653
lime (high-firing) 583–8, 589
Hsing porcelains 541–2, 542
Kuan wares 582–3
northern greenwears 539–40, 540, 588
northern whitewares 540–1, 541
polychrome 532
southern stonewares 523–3, 526, 527
Thang dynasty 523
Ting wares 533, 544, 545
Yueh wares 527–31, 535
lime-alkali 165–6, 230, 237, 388, 606–7
Ching-te-chien porcelains 560–2
feldspathic 653–7, 655
Hu-ning porcelain 596–8
green China 599–600
Huang-pao wares 589, 591
Kung-hsien 566–7, 547
lime as glaze-flux 552, 553–5, 555
liquid-liquid phase separation 472, 534–5 and ss
milky opacity 534–5
northern China wares 595–7, 599, 600
northern stonewares 185
loessic 116, 118
low-fired 474–5, 477, 606
alumina 625, 627–8, 829
low-iron, Ching-te-chien 561
low-lime 249
low-titania 525–7
Lung-chihiau 249–1, 252, 521 and n, 572, 574–7, 582
natural (accidental) fly-ash 11, 134, 455–457
north China 98
northern fa-hus wares 176, 464 and n, 501 and n, 512, 514, 607, 628, 639
northern porcelains 547–9, 548
northern stoneware 144, 105, 539–49
opaque 75, 470, 471, 534–5, 734–5
‘peach-bloom’ 568–9, 608
Red Ting ware 116
‘robin’s-egg’ 646, 650, 692
shrinkage of 572–6
shu-ji 230–2, 230, 231, 233, 247, 560
sili-ca-sodium oxide system 29–31
soda-lime (calcium oxide-silica) 76, 81, 84
south China 90
southern porcelain 550–62
southern stoneware 523–5, 526, 527
sprayed on 450
sprayed pigment 572
Sung ware 50, 261, 572
taxonomy of 453–4
Te-hua ware 247
‘teadust’ (Huang-pao) 587
‘tear-drops’ (on Ting wares) 579
textures 472–571
blue-pig 570, 561, 566, 584, 585
tiles 490–91
tin-glazed earthenwares 162, 334, 722–4
Iraq 662, 671, 732–3, 797–8 and x
tin-opacified 734–5
translucent 735, 741–2
transparent 735, 147, 165
coloured 470–1
Vietnam 496, 508, 508
wood ash 435, 438–62, 459, 461
content 548–9
Yao-chou ware 579, 588, 591
jasmine (flammé) 576, 602
see also decoration; enamels; glass; glaze colours; glaze effects; slips
see also gold
applied with gum 703
burnished 603, 657 and n, 703, 706
collodial, in famille rose enamels 634, 636, 636 and n, 637, 638
embellishment on sculpture 7008
in gold-ruby glass 635–8, 635
imported vessels 636 and x
liquid-bright 699
metal rim bands 696
organic compounds 699–700
preparation (at Ching-te-chien) 698
refining 698, 699
restrictions on use 202
see also gilt
see also gilt
see also gilt
gold dust 699
gold foil 701
gold leaf 603, 697, 700
conversion to mixed-gold 697–8
red grounds for 7048, 7068
on Ting ware 704, 274
powder 697–8, 700
Gombroon wares, Persia 739
gourds, dried, for drinking cups 90
Granite, semi-rare 700
granites 44, 45, 46
greyware 46
Great Leap Forward (+1958–60) 780
Great Wall, of fired loess bricks 117
Greece 59
Athenian unglazed wares 433
lead glazes 436
tin foil covering for unglazed wares 695
trade with 730
greenwears
Ching-te-chien 415, 585, 550, 551
export wares 580–1
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northern Hsing 529–40, 540
Shang dynasty, from Wucheng 11–12, 127
southern glazed 137, 140, 543–5, 533–4
Yueh ware 29, 135, 140, 527–31, 580, 791
see also celadons; Lung-chhiuan ware; Yueh ware
grey wares
Neolithic 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 206
reduction-firing 100, 101, 102, 134, 300
southern Bronze Age stamped 134, 140
Guatemala, pottery-making 387–8

Hai Shao 134, 140
(fl. 9th century)

Hai-nan Island, Han Fei Tzu 134
Hang-chou hoard, gold-painted vessels 127
Hao Shih-Chiu 134
Hao-chu-ling kiln site, man-shou kilns 339
Hai-nan Island 233
Hai-tien, tile kiln site 136
hallowing 45, 237
Han dynasty 16, 16, 18
architectural ceramics 114–15
glazed ceramics 116, 137, 335
official records 54
workshops 15
Han Fei Tzu 134
Legalist philosopher 12
Han Shu 134
History of the Former Han Dynasty, c. +100
Han-tan, Warring States city 408
handles 397–4, 437–45, 454
Hang-chou 237
Hang-chou hoard, gold-painted vessels 704
Hang-chou kiln sites
imitation Ch’in wares 601
Kuan ware 260–1, 264–5, 523, 582
Hang-chou wares, moulded vessels 406
Hao Shih-Chiu 134, 1600
(fl. 9th century)
Hsia dynasty (Bronze Age) 12
Hsia-huang-yeh kiln site, Kung-hsien 127
Hou-kang site, Neolithic 127
Hsing wares (first true porcelains) 12
Hsiung-nan-sou (rubies) 305
Hsi-chiang, Szechuan province, tile kiln 310–12, 310
Hsi-kou kiln site, Lung-chhiuan wares 239
Hsi-pa ware 552
Hsiao-shan kiln site 557
Yao-chou wares 436
Hsia dynasty (Bronze Age) 12
bronze casting 102
Hsiao-men, port 216
Hsiao-chou kilns, at An-Yang 436, 437, 151–2
hsiung-yi tai (ivory white) 240
Hsiao-yin kiln site
sagger 343, 524
southern greenwares 524
Hsiao Tsung Ch ‘Ki Lo’ (Records of the Collection of Antiques of the Whistling Studio, c. +1055–1127) 286
hsiou-jen 134
(specialist tile potters) 409
hsiou-shih 412
(potassium nitrate) 631, 632
Hsiao-shan, Shang dynasty city 106, 111
hsiou-chen nien (crab’s claw markings) 605
Hsin wares 12
Hsin-hung (fresh red) ware, glazes 561, 565, 567, 573
Hsin-jen-tung cave
earliest ceramic from 379, 380–1
Neolithic wares 153, 154, 155
Palaeolithic site 1–2, 284, 381
Hsin-ying, Chhin dynasty capital 15, 112
ceramic pipes and cisterns 108, 412
glazed stonewares (inscribed) 130
palaces 412
tiles 410, 411, 412
see also Shi-hung Ti, first emperor of the Chhin
Hsin-an kiln site, Yao-chou wares 166
Hsin-cheng 134
Neolithic site 1
Shang dynasty glazed stonewares 127
Hsin-cheng-tu, excavations 502–7
hsiou-kun (new official), mark on Ting ware 160
Hsin-ling, official bureau at 244
Hsing Chiu Sheng Lau (Overall Survey of the Star Raft),+1430 717
Hsing kilns, archaeology of 152 and 4, 153
Hsing wares (first true porcelains) 29, 151–3, 154–55, 530
feldspathic 156–7, 157, 545–6, 546
INDEX

Huang wares (first true porcelains) (cont.)
  firing temperatures 32, 153, 336
  glazes 339–40, 541–42
  greenwares 339–40, 540
  kiln setting methods 340–1, 349, 345–6
  magnesia glaze-flux 542
  moulded surface designs 435
  nature of raw materials 155–7
  Sui 541, 543
  teawares 275–7
  Thang dynasty 541–2, 542
  Hsin-li Su (Palace Maintenance Office), Kuan kiln site 239, 260, 314 and n
  Hsia-wu, tile workers from 319
  Hung-ti hai (secret societies) 771
  Hsi-Chih-Chung (+1904–73), Te-hua potter 243
  Hsia Chihing (fl. 10th century, Yüeh potter 531
  Hsia Chih-Heng (fl. +1925), (author of Tsa Lui Chih Shao Tso) 33, 34, 603
  Hsia Ching (fl. +1129), on celadons 169, 537, 719
  Hsia Shih-Shu (fl. +1171), imperial official 199
  Hsia Ching-Pi (fl. +1600), Superintendent at Ching-te-chen 194
  Hsia Tzu-Shu, Ming dynasty writer 273
  Hsia Yin (fl. +949), on ssu-yen ware 599–30
  Hsia Yu-I (+1187–1946), Te-hua potter 243
  Hsiao-chiang kiln site, official jar 175
  Hsiaan-ye wares 676
  Hsia-an, customs barrier 191
  Huan, Duke (fl. +5th century) 163
  Hung Chihsu Li Chih Tsa Shih (Illustrated Regulations for Ceremonial Paraphernalia of the Chihing Dynas-
  ty, +1759, 1766) 208
  Huang Huai-Fan (fl. +1787) 25
  Huang Ti (Yellow Emperor, legendary ruler) 12
  huang-lu li (cucumber green) 607
  Huang-lin, red clay from 335
  Huang-mei-shan kiln site (Neo-lithic) 134, 3014
  Huang-ni-hou kiln site 214–5
  Huang-pao kiln site
  blackwares 438, 586, 587
  celadon glazes 538, 580, 587, 591
  Five Dynasties
  glazes 588–9, 589
  moulding 430–1
  kilns 315, 348, 500, 528, 590
  stele to God of Kilns 167–8
  Song dynasty manufacture 434–7
  glazes 594
  Thang dynasty 587
  ssu-yen manufacture 249–30, 500, 659
  workshops 92, 249, 432, 509
  Yao-chou ware 166, 176–8, 177, 316–17, 428–34
  see also Yao-chou wares
  huang-sha (yellow earth) 92
  Huang-tu-tuhu, Te-hua village 242
  hai (Mohammedan) blue 684
  Hui Se (fl. +1750–2), assistant at Ching-te-chen 196
  hui-chhing (copper-red) 605
  Hsi-chou kiln site 532
  stonewares 141
  Yao-chou wares 436
  Hui-hien, eye-beads from 480, 481
  hui-ju (glaze ash) 574
  Hunan province, Chihuang-sha kilns 533–4
  Hung Mai (fl. +1180–85), (author of Tsa Chieh Su Pi) 34, 208
  Hung-chou kiln site
  early saggar at 224
  faceting 435
  upside-down firing 453
  Hung-chou ware, kiln saggars 341
  Hung-shan-chen, temple to God of Kilns 167
  Hung-thung, Kuang-sheng Ssu temple 458
  Hung-tu (red shops) (muffle kiln workshops) 373, 646
  Hung-Wu period
  porcelain tiles 514–15
  sea-trading prohibited 680, 717
  Hu, C. C. (fl. +1717) 408
  Hsia Chung-Chhu, potter at Hsin-phing 254
  Huo (potter) 344
  huo-chen (fire corridor) 296
  huo-chu (fire reflectors) 325
  Huo-chou ware
  whitewares 30
  analysis 163
  firing temperatures 164
  hung-thung (fire chamber) 190
  hui-chi (firebox) 190
  hui-chen (fire eyes), observation holes (supervisors) 190, 573
  hydro-thermal alteration 48
  hydrogen reduction 299
  hydrolysis 456
  hydromica 45, 46
  I, Prince, Yin Hsiang (+1686–1730) 642, 644
  I Ching (The Classic of Changes, Chou dynasty),
  hexagram for ‘well’ 209, 199
  I Fu (fl. +1520), eunuch official 193
  I L (Book of Ceremonials and Rituals, Western Han
  dynasty) +175 13–14
  I Ling-A (fl. +1708–72), assistant at Ching-te-chen 196
  I-chihuang, brick-making 423
  I-Chin wares 603
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INDEX

I-hsing kiln site 260
I-Chieh wares 603
dragon kilns 457
named potters 242
production methods 450–3 and n, 452
southern green wares 524, 526
stone-wares 241, 276, 450–1, 452, 576, 769
teapots 273–5, 276, 277, 431, 457, 453, 640
I-yang kiln site
Lung-chihian wares 580
Yao-chou wares 166
illite 45, 46, 151, 218, 269
in Petrik’s porcelain 774–5
imitations of Chinese wares (foreign) 710, 714, 732–3, 765
Islamic 732–3
Meissen (Te-hua teapot) 751
translucent wares 735–6
Vietnam 439, 746, 752
imitations and copies 207
celadons 260 and n, 439, 573–4
chyng-pai ware 555–8
Chin ware 569–70, 586, 600–4, 601, 602, 604, 605
Ju ware 2814
Ko ware 280
Kuan ware 250, 260, 265, 573, 573
Sung ware 30, 203, 372–3
Ting wares 260 and n, 207
Yao-chou wares 166, 594–5
Yung-Le period whitewares 194, 207
imperial factories
architectural ceramics 514, 514–17 and n
misappropriation of porcelain samples 208
production quotas 197–201
Sung ware imitations 30, 207
Ting ware imitations 260 and n, 207
see also Ching-te-chen; imperial wares; porcelain production; private kilns
imperial household, porcelain commissioned for 191, 202–5, 207–8
Imperial Manufactories Commission (Ching-te Yien) 191, 202
imperial wares 200, 202–3
designs for 202–3, 207–8
India
Arikamedu glass 644, 645, 664 and n, 665
Buddhist architecture (stupa) 492
cohill ores 678
design influence 799, 725
glasses 468, 468, 666
India civilisation, use of saggars 341–2
local ceramics 709, 729
rubies from 765
temple architecture 493 and n
trade with 664, 717, 728–9
Indo-China Block 713
Industrial Revolution (Europe) 770
injection moulding, advanced ceramics 784, 785
Inner Mongolia, Neolithic pottery 99
inorganic non-metallic compounds 781
inscriptions 529, 468
on glazed stonewares 150, 140, 653–6
on Ting wares 150
Institute for Archaeology and Cultural Assets, Shensi 493
Institute of Ceramics, Shanghai 791–7
Institute of Optics and Precision Instruments, Peking 757
Institute of Physics, Peking 787, 788
Institute of Semiconductors, Peking 787
Institute of Silicate Chemistry and Technology, Shanghai 750
International Conference on Ancient Chinese Pottery and Porcelain, Shanghai [ISAC, from 1982 and continuing]
First (1982) 201–2
Second (1985) 680
Iran see Persia
Iraq
blue-painted ceramics 660, 671
cobalt-blue glass 660 and n
influence of China in 799, 732–3
Neolithic kilns 640
Nuzi site, soda-lime glass 84
stone-paste material 735–6
titoglazed wares 166, 664, 671, 732–3, 735, 797–84
trade with 729, 730
see also Mesopotamia
iron casting 306–19
molds 396, 404–5
iron oxide
in enamels 621
in kaolinic clays 120, 151, 156
in loess glazes 117
in Lung-chihian porcelain stones 254
and reduction-firing 101, 237
and refractoriness of clays 134
to colour glazes 470, 471, 508, 660
to colour Jasper ware 767
in Yao-chou stoneware 513–4
iron-smelting, Kuo-hsing-chen 305–8
Islam
gold-ruby glass 635
imitations of Chinese wares 733–4
stone-paste wares 735–6
use of glazed tiles 491
see also Egypt, Iraq, Near East
Isleworth, Middlesex, bone china 764
Iznik wares, Turkey 739
Istanbul, Topkapi Palace 730 and n, 732
Italy
Capodimonte soft-paste porcelain 754–5
lead glazes 486
majolica 748, 779
Medici soft-paste porcelain 747–8, 755
ivory
for drinking cups 14
as status material 8
Izumiya (Japan) porcelain stone 224, 721
jasper 7, 8, 14
ceramic imitations 524
colours 577
for drinking cups 13
glass substitutes for 475
INDEX

porcelain stone 233
Yao-chou wares 436
Kai-te kiln site
porcelain stone 222
Te-hua 245
Kairoonian, glazed wall tiles 491
Kan Pao, tales of 206
Ju wu porcelain clay 166
Kao Lien (fl. 1573–85), Ming dynasty writer 273
on Chin ware 693
on Ju ware 695
Kao-an heard, gold painted vessels 704
Kao-chih-hou, red clay from 255, 263
Kao-liang (a.k.a. Kan-lung) mountain 220
porcelain stone mines 224, 276
Kao-sha, porcelain clays from 236
kasugai (magpie) 519
Kao-yang-tshun, Te-hua village 242
kaolinite 43, 47
before and after firing 122
flux content 120–1
and micas (illite) 131
oxide analyses 121–2
resistance to thermal shock 120
in stoneware clays 59
see also kaolinite
kaolins 220, 712
added to porcelain stone 60, 220, 222, 220–6, 231,
232
in European hard-paste porcelains 753–4
hsu-chih 228, 745, 766
mineralogy of 237–9
nature and preparation of 235–7, 2378
primary 137, 233
properties of 237–9
secondary 8, 151, 153
nas–sh (imperial clay) 235
Karatsu, Japan 727
Kashan, Iran 737–8
Khai-feng (city) 308
Khetri, Rajputana (India), cobalt ores 641
Khris, Emperor (1662–1722), and development
of new enamels 698–9, 689–91
Kiang-Hsi period wares
compared with Cookworthy porcelains 760
famille verte 235, 634, 635
overglaze-blue 634, 652–2, 651a, 688, 689, 690, 691
use of saltpetre 634
wares, copper-red glaze 357–8, 356
Kiang-Hsi Ta Chih (imperial mark) 640
Kho Ku Thu (Institute of Indulgences, +1180–87) 24
Jung-hsien kiln site
Jung-hsien kiln site
Kho-ku-chuang site, Neolithic 99

Jade (cont.)
glaze comparisons with 577, 593
gold rings on 696
Jao-chou
government trade office 1678
kaolins from 235
see also Ching-te-chen
Jao-chou Fu Chih (gazetteer, +1506–21) 23, 24, 25
Japan 771, 772, 776
bronze bells 402
and Chinese wares 721, 732
clays 48
calcareous stoneware 709, 720–1
Fukui Cave 379 and n
glazes 725 and 6
Kai-lunger style wares 752
kilns
amagusa 351
clay (Imbergana) 359
raku
kamome 722, 722
tunnel 726
kinuta wares 578–9
Korean influence in 722, 723
local technology transfer 710, 720–3, 793
porcelains 709, 723
pottery-making methods 393 and n
Sarayama pottery town 394
Shirashi wares 721
Sue wares 721
technological developments 779, 790, 798, 791–2
trade with China 717, 791
trade competition from 718, 779
wood ash 481, 528
Jars, Gabriel (+1732–60) 769
Java 717, 724
Jen-kheng, porcelain clays from 236
Jerusalem, Dome of the Rock 491
Jesus
church in Forbidden City 638
churches in Peking 693, 643
missionaries 643
Ju ware 30, 168–9, 170, 604–6
celadons 255, 586, 604
clay (refractoriness) 176, 217, 177, 178
copied at Hang-chou 264
clays 76, 585, 605–6, 605
kiln site 39
stoneware, porosity 98
see also Kuian ware
Ju-i Kuan (Institute of Indulgences) 207–8, 641
juan-tshai (soft cobalts) 634, 707
Jung Chai Sai Pi (Notes from Jung Chai Studio, +1180–87) 24
Jung-hsien kiln site
Jung-hsien kiln site
Kho-ku-chuang site, Neolithic 99
chhing-pai copies 557, 558
chhing-pai copper-green and copper-red glazes 657, 657
moulds 436, 437
Jung-hsien kiln site
chhing-pai copper-green and copper-red glazes 657, 657
moulds 436, 437
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Jung-hsien kiln site
chhing-pai copper-green and copper-red glazes 657, 657
moulds 436, 437
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Khu-an-thai kiln sites, Ch'in glazes 598
Khu Thien Hai Chinh (Annals Written in Retirement, +1589) 24
khu-an (specialist tile potters) 409
Khu-min Lake 407, 409 and n
Khu-wu tribute men 13
Khung Chhi (fl. +1792) (author of Ch'ou Ching Ch'i) on Ko ware 266
on yu-thu 235
kiln furniture 280, 334, 339–41, 341–4, 345–6
Kuan kiln sites 260
see also kiln setting methods; saggers; setters
klin setting methods 153, 344–46
for biscuit-fired wares 333–6
for bronze moulds 334–5
at Ch'ing-te-chen 214
egg-shaped kilns 356, 376, 378, 373–4, 374
Han dynasty glazed wares 335
Hsing wares 340–1, 346, 345–6
Kung-hsien kiln 338
Shang dynasty 333–4
and shrinkage 336–7, 337–8, 337
stacked (shih-shao) 159, 173, 176–8, 339, 340
SuI dynasty 336, 344, 342
suspended (hsue-shao) 159
Thang dynasty san-tshai wares 333–6, 336, 342
upright firing (ching-shao) 159
upside-down firing (hsie-shao) 159, 174, 333–4, 345–6
Ting ware 335, 343
see also firing; kiln types
klin types 347–51
‘chicken cage’ 249, 338 and n
climbing 722, 727
see also dragon (lung)
dragon (lung) (south China) 21, 88, 249, 347–64, 333,
336
Ch'ing-te-chen 365–79
construction features 335–7
distribution 347
firing protocol 333–34
fuel efficiency 338, 348 and n
improvements to 338–9
in Korea 337, 336, 719
Kuan kiln sites 260, 262
side-stoking 332–3
size 348, 353
Vietnam 726
egg-shaped (Ch'ing-te-chen) 365, 366, 368–70, 369, 369, 378
doors 370–1
fuel (jien-loog) 371 and n, 372a
historical descriptions of setting and firing 372–6
for range of glasses 361
setting plan 365, 371
speed of firing 379, 372
gourd-shaped 365, 368, 367
Japan 331, 336, 361, 721, 722–3
man-shou (north China) 88, 89, 153, 347–46, 337, 378
and celadon glasses 368, 390, 394
chimneys 322–4, 324, 330, 333
and coal resources 329
coal-fired 159, 166, 318–20, 322
development of 332–4
distribution of 329, 330–2
early firing stages 343–5
to Lao-hu-tung 261, 262
materials used for 331
in south China for bricks and tiles 333–3, 332, 328
Sung dynasty 321, 322
temperature rises 343
Ting kilns 159, 161, 345
muffle kilns 363, 376–7, 376, 642, 646
pit kiln 287
for special wares 331
for dragon cisterns 375–6
green kilns 375–6
sagger kilns 377–8
suze muffle kilns (above)
stepped, chambered 249
Korea 720
Te-hua 240–1, 449, 338–9, 360–4, 360, 362
Yi-shih 244–5
see also bonfire-firing; firing; kiln setting methods; kilns
kilns 65, 283
brick clamps 300, 442
chimneys 332–4, 329, 330, 333
construction materials 331, 370
cooling 327–8, 335
cross-draught design 485, 486, 302–11, 313, 325–6, 326, 327
Bronze Age 302–3, 304, 305–7, 305
Meisen 754
Thang dynasty brick kilns 308–11, 309, 310, 311, 312
see also kiln types; dragon (long); man-shou
down-draught design 343 and n, 324, 325–7, 326,
333
drafting-damped 323 and n
fireboxes
for coal 318, 319, 321
in high-temperature kilns 324
Neolithic (up-draught) 192, 293–4
glazing 510, 511
high-temperature (north China) 314–16
intermittent 60 and n
iron-melting 306–7
kiln slag 4578
kiln sweat 460a, 466
Neolithic 287, 293–4
Pan-pho 3, 287, 288, 291, 291, 293
Plei-hi-kang 287, 289
open-topped 294 and n
private (Khu-an-shen-hao) 193, 197–8, 200, 203, 209,
519
run as co-operatives 359–60
stoke-holes 349–50, 349, 350, 354–3
superstructures
Neolithic 293–4
temporary roofs 311
temperature control 325–6
tile-making 510–11
unmated areas of 190
INDEX

Kuan-yin, statues of 602
Kuang Ch‘ien ware 603
Kuang-ch‘ing kiln site (Chung-su kilns), step kiln 384
Kuang-ch‘u Su (Storage Office) 194, 206
Kuang-te Su (Court of Imperial Entertainments) 173, 198, 203
Kuang-yu‘an ware 532
Kuang-tung province
architectural influence 521–2
glazed wares 634
see also Yang-chiang
Kuan (bamboo vessels) 73
Kuan-ta Min-shao (trilobate vessels) 120, 123, 177, 406, 530
Kung Chihlin (.fl. 16th century), potter 227, 274
Kung Shih (.fl. 1821),
Kung-hoien kiln site
archaeology of 149
early porcelains 149
funerary wares 149
glazed stonewares 483, 589, 670
iron foundry 366–7
kilns 314, 339, 333, 378
lime-alkali glazes 546–7, 547
sun-dried wares 177, 203, 559
Shang dynasty site 8
Thang dynasty cobalt-blue ware 670
whitewares 147, 149, 150, 151
Kuo Chih-Chang (.fl. 1662), (author of T‘ang Ta Shih Ch‘i) 24, 25
Kuo Ching-Kuan, Director of Shanghai Institute of Ceramics 794
Kwangju, Korea 220
Kweichou province 22, 133
Kyushu Island, Japan 48
labor 572
casual 201
convict 410–11 and n
convict licence 15, 209, 210
divisions 213, 295, 296, 772
divisions 429, 442, 490
guilds 212 and n, 213–14
organisation (Wedgwood) 767
slave 17
specialist 499, 577, 686
strict controls over 213
waged 210
labor relations at Ching-te-chen 209–14, 771–2
petitions to emperor 209–10
Laccadine Islands, trade with 718
lacquer 115
as adhesive 653, 705
Neolithic use of 395
and pigments 610
as status material 8
Lan Phu (.fl. 1876), (author of Ching-te-chen Thau La) 243, 250, 253, 258
Lan-chou (city)
eapalian loess beds 90
government trade office 1678, 716
INDEX

aaa-bhai 503, 504, 505, 674
slips 503
limestone 431
burned 'glaze ash' 554, 555
holes 555
as glaze-flux 555, 555
as also calcium oxide, 'calcite'; glazes; soda-lime
Linmocs, France, use of saggars 344
Lin clan, Te-hua 242
Lin P'un, patron deity of Te-hua 243
Liu-ch'eng kiln site, Huang wares 157, 177, 540
Liu-ch'ing tile kiln site, Peking 541, 571, 518
Liu-hai kiln site, southern greenwares 253
Liu-kü kiln site, Ch'in wares 595, 398
Ji wares 804
Liu-jü wares analysis 177
celadon glazes 594–5, 595
porosity 90
Lin-kuang, Chhin dynasty palace, ceramic pipe system 108
Lin-shan-chai kiln site, up-draught kiln 289, 290
Lin-thang county, se Hien-yang, Shih-Huang-Ti, first emperor of the Chhin
Lin-tzu, capital of state of Chhi 434
Lingpei, porcelain clays from 256, 555
Ling-shan, purple ball clays from 162
Ling-wu kiln site, sun-dried kilns 393, 397
Liu Chiheng (fl. +1596), kiln manager 348
Liu Yüan (fl. c. +680), Superintendent at Ch'ing-te-chen 194
Liu-li Ch'ih (Porcelain Service) 312
liu-li 340 (tile-firing kilns) 179, 311
Lin-li-ch'ang tile kiln site 534
Liu-ch'eng kiln site, imitation Ch'in wares 601
Liu-chia-wu (Ch'ing-te-chen) early greenwares 344
kiln furniture finds 395
porcelain stone 227
liu-lo (dow-firing) 373
liu-thien, porcelain clay from 578
Liverpool, soapstone porcelain 506
liu-hua figures 290
Lo-ma-chhia kiln site (Ch'ing-te-chen), blue-and-white wares 676
Lo-yang (Honan) kiln site 115, 149, 423
kiln 392
roof tiles 499 and n
Shang dynasty stonewares 128
tile kiln 308, 399
loess
eaolian 13, 49, 90–1, 94 and n 95
allovial 13, 87, 91
for bronze-casting moulds 102–4, 399–400, 433–4
cave-houses in 91–2 and n 93
for ceramic building materials 104–12
as ceramic material (northern Neolithic) 103–2, 117
118, 119–20, 279
cliffs 91–2, 332
compaction 91, 92
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Ma-chia-pang culture (Neo-Italic), south China 133
Ma-chia-yao culture (Neo-Italic) 98–9
ma-nas (carnelian) 564a
Ma-ro-hang, imperial clay mines 296–7
Madrid, Spain, Capodimonte factory 755
magnesia ceramics 783
magnesium oxide (magnesia) as flux 78
as glaze-flux 542, 547, 752
in southern whiteware clays 182
in Ting ware clays 162, 343
magnesium silicate, hydrated 764
Mai-chi-shan cave temple 495a
majorca, Italian 738, 770
Malahar coast, trade with 724
malachite 85
Malaysia
Shih-wan ceramics in 542
trade with 717, 723–4, 748
Maldiv Islands, trade with 718
Malipiero, Pasquale, Doge of Venice (+1190) 745
manganese
and cobalt 660, 661, 664, 676, 680, 682
in pigments 609, 610, 621
for colour glazes 471
in colour Jasper ware 767
Al-Mansur (+771) 779
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maps
Chiangsi province, 875, 915, 923–4, 744
by Ruggieri 743
Maritime Silk Route 728
marking
Ching-te-chien wares 450
imperial 602, 640
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Medici, Lorenzo de’ (†1529) 741, 747
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Mori-Yao-Chhen (+1006–60), poet 19
mrtte tihe (beauty’s blush), peach-bloom glaze 493
mrtte-phing (dragon-decorated) vases 908, 849
Meissen factory 374, 40 and n, 162, 217, 759–1
celadons 256a
clays 153, 154
grazes 731, 752
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hard-paste porcelains 157, 710, 751–2
imitation Te-hua teapot 272
significance of 754
Mellor, J. W. (†1930) 710, 773
Men-thou-kou
fine clays from 514
kiln site 490
Mencius (Ming Ts’o) (+372 to –289) 15

Loess (cont.)
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in high-fired glazes 116–17
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Bow Pottery 752, 764 and n, 765
Fulham Pottery 752, 755
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Lowe, Ottorino, bone china 764
Lu Jung (+fl. 1465), (author of Shu Yuan Ts’ao Chih) 578
Lu Kuei-Meng (d. c. +881), (author of Mi-yu Teh Chhi) 272
Lu Pan Ching

Lung-chuang ware (celadon)

luan-pai

Lu-mu, clay from

Lu-mu, iron ore from

Lu-mu, slag

Lu Pan Ching

Lu Yu (+719) 13

Lun-chou culture (Neolithic)

Lun-thai-tshun, Te-Hua village

Lun-thou-shan kiln site (Ching-te-chien) 365, 447
lustre ware 796–9
porcelain 369–70
in-sawed 744
lustres, stoneware 280
Ly, Fr P. J. (+fl. 1644) 36, 773
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South-east Asian 715
Mesopotamia bronze-casting site 119
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gilding 643
glazed stratified 420
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glazes, silica-sodium oxide system 79–80, 481
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potter’s wheel at Ur 392
red glass 475, 476, 477, 487, 563
soda-lime glass 83 and n, 660
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metakadin 121
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potassium mica 59–60, 774
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see also alune
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Middle East, trade with 214, 215, 231, 607, 655
Min, second kingdom of 520
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min-sa-ri (private kilns) 519
min-sa-o wares 680
min-sa-sa, Persian overglaze enameled 618 and n, 619a
mineral acids, unknown to Chinese 698–9 and n
mineral pigments 609
mineralogy
of clays 49, 42–8, 43, 121–2, 129–30, 131, 132, 721
of kaolinitic clays 1228
of kaolins 235–7
of Kung-hsiien wares 151
Ming dynasty
architectural ceramics 514–20
fashion for Sung wares 30, 572–3
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official records 35–6
trade 715, 717
Ming dynasty wares
Ch’ing-hua 26
enameled 640
Hsian-Ts’u 26
Ming Shih (History of the Ming Dynasty, from +1646) 35, 37
Ming Shih Lu (Ming Veritable Records, early +17th century) 35
Ming Thang (Hall of Enlightened Rule) 530
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mining
porcelain clays 241
of porcelain stones 244–5
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missionaries 641, 740
accounts of China and Chinese porcelain 741–5
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model-making 306–7
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modern ceramic technology in China 285, 287, 782, 792,
793–7
modern science in China 779–80
Mongol invasions 172, 173
monuments
imperial 203–4
to pottery deities 167–8
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moulding 42, 74, 98, 390
advanced ceramics 784–5
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Bronze Age ceramics 74–105, 7
interior 129, 435
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for loss-based ceramics 115, 493
press-moulding 42, 446, 444, 446, 433–4, 435
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for large pieces 444–5
spring moulding 433, 766
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and cores 397, 401–2, 4016, 4028
re-usable 403
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Shang dynasty 400–1, 403–454
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firing temperatures 38, 95, 154
Hsien ware 2, 281
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firing effects 100, 105
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99 painted pottery 99, 290
Pan-pho ware 3, 3, 4
sodium oxide levels 96
south China 133-4, 289
see also stonewares; whitewares
Neri, Antonio (+1526-1564), De Arte Vitraria (+1661) 637
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Netherlands, trade with China 743, 746-7
Neutron Activation Analysis 199, 539
Ngoi, Vietnam, kiln site 746
Nicithlili clays 179, 179, 430
nickel, in cobalts 7, 57
Nien Hsi-Yao (d. +1538), Superintendent at Ching-te-
chen 276, 270, 194, 196, 197, 308
and enamels 643
and imitation Chün wares 602
Nien Keng-Yao, (d. +1726), official 642
Nigeria
Hausa pottery-making 396
water-pot making (Kwalli) 397
Ning Feng-Tzu, Controller of Pottery under the
legendary Yellow Emperor 206
Ning-po, state trade office at 717
Ning-po kiln site
faceting 438
imitation Chün wares 604
southern greenwares 137, 523, 530
Ninghsia Hui autonomous region, nan-shih kilns 398, 397
Niu-ho-liang, Neolithic site 5, 6, 280
non-oxide ceramics 783
Normandy, Duke of (d. +1563) 741
north Africa
trade with 730, 732
see also Egypt
North America
early porcelains 738 and n
kaolins from 738, 767 and n
and remote technology transfer 710
technological developments 776, 780
north China
clays 87-8, 129-30, 175-6
climate 95-6
moulds, for ceramics
Ching-te-chen 433-444
clay for 430, 444
direct carving of 436
dressing mould 433 and n
Huang-pao 430-1
mushroom-shaped 436, 437
plaster of Paris 444
Southern stoneware 533
surface design 435
throwing into 431
moulds, for iron-casting 396, 404-5
Mu Kho-Teng (8th century), assistant at
Ching-te-chen 198
Mu-ma-shan kiln site 332
Mu-tai-khou, red clay from 255, 263
muller 735
formation of 9, 52, 59, 238, 337-8
in Meissen porcelains 735-2
in stoneware 9, 60, 436
muscovite 46, 218, 219
musical instruments 280
N, 320, 280
My Nha, Vietnam, kiln site 726
(Nan Tou) Ch’iu Kong Lu (Record from the South
Village) While the Pugh is Resting, +1566-30
Nan Fan Pi Chi (Notes on Southern Kilns, c. +1739-40)
on porcelain stone 205, 535
on su-lobi wares 619
Nan-an, Neolithic site 136
Nan-chiang, capital of Chiangpi province 743
Nan-chuang-thou, Neolithic ware from 285
Nan-chiang porcelain stone 218, 219, 220, 229, 230, 239
Nan-ting-shan, Te-hua village 242
Nan-shan Chhin-ling divide 49-50, 51-53, 132, 712
Nan-shah-chiah kiln site
shih-pai wares 255
porcelain stone 222
Nan-Yüeh, tiles 114
Nanking 743
Hung-Wu palace 544-5
Pagoda 544, 545-6 and n
tile kiln site 544
nanoceramics 796-7
Naples, Italy 754
Near East
faience 474
glass colourants 470-471, 475-477
cobalt oxide 661-2
glazes
early 436, 436, 666-7
lead 498-9, 498
soda-lime 76, 84-5, 496, 645
turquoise 535 and n, 607
imitations of Chinese wares 732-3
see also Iraq; Islam; Mesopotamia; Syria
Neh-chihu kiln site
early porcelains 151-2, 152
Hsing wares 154, 157, 177, 390-49, 540, 545-6, 546
saggers 344-345
Thang dynasty lead-glazed wares 500
Nan-an, Neolithic site
Nan-khang porcelain stone
Mu-tai-khou, red clay from
Shang dynasty lead-glazed wares
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Hung-Wu palace
tile kiln site
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formation of
Ching-te-chen
moulds, for iron-casting
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Mu-ma-shan kiln site
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formation of
in Meissen porcelains
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Nan-shan Chhin-ling divide
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Hsing wares
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roofs 112
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pigments 609
use of slow wheel 387, 389
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Porcelain earth 96, 98, 99
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Pang-san-dong, Korea 216, 219
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Forbidden City 494, 6, 495, 518 and n
glass factory 698
Hall of Supreme Harmony 493, 6, 495
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Ta-tu Mongol capital 183, 490
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Persia
cohabt ores 662–4, 674, 676–7, 680, 723
frit ware 355 6, 723, 747
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influence of China in 292
kilns 738
overglaze enamels 618 and n, 619
stone-paste wares 735, 737
trade with 730
underglaze-blue 675, 676
Persian Gulf, trade with 718, 724, 730
Peter the Great, of Russia (+1672–1725), embassy (1721)
641
Petrík, L. (+1682–1732), micaceous porcelain 733–5
'petuntse' (for porcelain stone) 722–3
Petrik, L. (+1682–1732), embassy (1721) 641
Pich, Bernard (+1509–90) 754
coal use 88 and n, 316 and n, 328
early up-draught kilns 269–92
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loess 90–3, 95–6
monuments to northern stoneware manufacture 167–8
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North–South geographical division 39–50, 51, 53, 87–8, 712–14, 715
Nymphenburg, porcelian production 732
Ohain, Gottfried Pabst von (+1656–1719) 730
Okinawa, Japan 217
opacity of glazes 75
open firing or bonfire-firing
Opium trade 771
Ottoman Empire, trade with 730
oxide analyses, kaolin 121–2
Pa, Ling, tomb of Emperor Wen 16
Pa-hsien kiln site, Chhing-hsi ware 332
Pa-hsien kiln site, kiln setting 344
Pai Kuei (JL 5th–7th century) 15
Pai-chia wares (Neolithic) 384
Pai-chia (porcelain earth) 21, 22
Pai-ho-hsiang kiln site, Kung-hsien 22
Pa-hsun kiln site, Kung-hsien 149
Pai-sun-hun kiln site 214
Pai-sun skilled and slave labour force 178
Pai-shu Hang (Clay Guild) 213
Pai-shu-hun kiln site, coal supplies 318
Pai-shu-shan kiln site, clays for Pheng-ehcheng ware 1718
fine clays from 344
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Han dynasty 115
Neolithic 39, 290, 653
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Ching-te-chen 443
Yueh 539, 653
see also pigments
painters 201–2, 686
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iron-derived 609
in fa-šin glazes 650a
for lustre ware 738
malachite 613
manganese compounds 609, 621, 650
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natural 609–10
purples 650, 651
red, beads 614
silver compounds 738
synthetic 600, 707
underglaze painting 653–6, 658
white
bauxite 609 and n
beads 614
yellow, beads 614
piing (stave) 448
Pings-pyang kiln site, ku-hua wares 532
Pires, Tome (+ 1518 c. + 1540) 7418
pit kilns 287
plaster mosaic 520, 521
plasticity 41–2
in advanced ceramics 784
of kaolin porcelain clays 293 and n
of loss clays 102
role of water 53–6
Plymouth, England
Cookworthy porcelains 758–63
kilns 7600, 7606, 7696
Po Wu Yao Lan (A General Survey of Subjects of Art, +1621–7) 26
Por (government trade office) 286
Porcelain (government trade office) 286
Porcelain clays; porcelain stones; Sèvres; porcelain production; porcelain stones; Nevers; porcelains
Porcelain clays 609, 621, 650

Phan Yuch (+247–300), poet 11
Phan-lang-chheng, Shang dynasty site 11
stonewares 129
pharmacology, use of clays in medicine 21–2
Pho-li-kang kiln site (Neolithic) 1, 287, 288, 289, 381, 382
phos (vessel form) 406
Phong-chheng
man-thou kiln 5341
Tahu-chou wares 170, 178, 541–9, 548
Phong-bien kiln site 322, 331
Phong-sheng kiln site 532
Pho-lo-hu (+(+893–4)+863) 272
pho-lo-chín (height porcelain) 11
Philippines, trade with 717, 724
Phung-chheng, Northern Wei dynasty capital 498–9
Phung-ho county kiln site
excavations 396–2, 399
‘Swatow wares’ from 396–2, 399
Phung-lo-lang (apple red), peach-bloom glaze 596
Phung-liang-thai site (Lung-shan)
Phu-chiang kiln site, Tung-pei ware
Phu-yang, tomb (+1524)
Piccolpasso, Cipriano (+1524–79), on Italian ceramics
Piedrasanta, (bamboo and wood containers) 1524
pigments
in alkaline glazes 629, 690–1
apatite (bone ash) 615
azurite 613
barium 767
black 608
Cerulian blue (blue ciliate) 6891
cerussite 613
Chinese Blue 610 and n, 661, 613, 707, 767
heads 614, 615
Chinese Purple 610, 611, 613, 707, 767
cinnabar 613
cobalt 692
cobalt-blue 659–92, 767
in Chiang-sha glass 654–5, 665
Ching-te-chén 677–7, 677
destructive analysis 660–5, 669
from Egypt 661–2, 662
in enamels 668
from Iran 661, 662
in lead-bara glass 665–6, 669, 668
on metalwork 668a
Persian 662–4, 675, 696–8, 680
in Chou glasses 656–7
in Chou glasses 656–7
in Chou glasses 656–7
Egyptian Blue 610a, 611
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bornears for 392a
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earliest (Mesopotamia) 392
fast 676, 90, 133, 792
heavy, free-turning 390–1
slow 676, 98, 134, 290, 387–90
for turning 445–6
for turning 69, 73, 390
pottery-making
application of modern technology 794
complexities of 34
earliest references 12
household production 17
imperial control over 12, 15–16, 202–3
as key profession 14–15
later methods 448
by literati 31–3
primitive 380–2
Staffordshire methods 757
see also clay-working; firing; imperial factories; kilns; pottery wheels; private kilns; workshops
Pozzo, Andrea (+1642–1709), *Perspectiva Pictorum...* (+1693) 643
press-moulding see moulding
pressure, applied to clay-water mixture 41, 67
private kilns, (Kuan-ti Min-shao) 193, 209, 519
fuel efficiency 197–8
official partnership with 200
restrictions on 203
Pu-cheng Ssu (Provincial Administration Commission) 199
public hygiene, water supplies 105–6
Pyongyang, North Korea 713
pyrometric cones 324a, 369 and a
of loess 112
testers (fire reflectors) 3291
Qanuar, Iran, cobalt ore 663–4, 674, 676, 677–8, 680
quartz 43, 46
added to porcelain clays 135
alpha-beta inversion 57
in European hard-paste porcelain 753
in stone-paste materials 735–6
Raqqah, Syria 736
raw materials 49–1, 797
advanced ceramics 784
artificial inorganic non-metallic compounds 781–2
modern sourcing 790 and a
non-clay 428
and north–south divide 87–8, 753–74
see also clays; glaze stones; kaolins; loess; mineralogy; porcelain clays; porcelain stones
refractories
modern 587
see also clays, refractory
Revol of the Three Feudatories 212
Rhenish stonewares 350, 756
rhodium, alloy with gold 699a
Rici, Matteo (+1552–1610) 743
Ringer, Joseph, Jakob (+1730–1804) 7528
Ripa, Matteo (+1682–1746) 640

for Lung-ch’uan celadons 249–50, 252
for Lung-ch’uan celadons 21, 22
porcelain earth 246–7, 246
see also kaolin; porcelain stones
porcelain production
annual variations in quantities 197–9, 199
demarcation 213
illegal sales 200
quality 200–1
rejects 200–1, 203
seasonality 197, 212
porcelain stones 48, 227
addition of kaolin to 60, 220, 222, 229–35, 231, 232
colours 227–8
compared with Cornish kaolins 759
effects of refining 228, 229
geology of Ching-te-chen 220, 227, 222, 222–33, 224
Japan 216, 223, 224
Korea 216, 223, 224
levigation 227–8
Lung-ch’uan district 252–4, 252
mining of 225–6
Nan-k’ang 218, 219, 220, 222, 229
physical variations 233–4
preparation 226–9, 229, 253, 439–40
quartz-mica (Korea) 720
San-pao-p’ing 229, 230, 231, 239, 559–60
Te-hua 244, 247–8, 248
used as glaze ingredients 550, 558–60, 559
see also porcelain clays
porcelain warehouses 285
porosity 9 and a
Portugal
maritime exploration 36, 740–1
trade with China 745
potassium mica 59, 60, 774
potassium nitrate 651, 632
in lead glaze 510
potassium oxide
in alkaline glazes 629, 639–42
in Cookworthy’s porcelains 750–1
as flux 78, 136–7
in glass 466, 475, 623, 624–30, 626, 664–5, 664b, 665
in Han dynasty glaze 464, 466, 467, 665, 667
in Lung-ch’uan porcelain stones 250, 252
potash 481 and a, 651, 652
see also wood ash
in southern clays 88
in Te-hua porcelain clay 244
potters
Chinese emigrants 710, 725
migrant 722
modern artist 720, 735–7
named (Chi-chou) 278
named (Li-shih-chheng) 309–10
named (Te-Hua) 247–3, 350
named (Yi-yü) 531
status of 16–19
pottery deities see deities
pottery wheels
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used for crackle glazes 559, 559
san-t'ai (three-coloured glaze) 430
foreign imitations of 732, 733
Hsing wares 153
at Huang-pao 429–30, 501–2, 593, 659
kilns for 316, 429
setting methods 336–7, 337
Kung-hsien 177
Liao dynasty 503, 504, 505, 674
overglaze enamels 506
Thang dynasty wares 149 and n, 150, 165, 177, 342,
192, 373
cobalt-blue 659, 668, 669, 671–4
lead glazes 177, 430, 500–1, 502, 503
turquoise glaze 547
Yau-chou wares 177, 428
sand
in kaolinic clays 122
as temper 129
sandstones, for firebars 319 and n
Saxony
expenditure on Chinese wares 752 and n
feldspathic hard-paste porcelains 157
kaolin clays 40 and n, 153, 155
see also Meissen
Scandinavia
feldspathic porcelains 769
and remote technology transfer 710
Scherzer, (Georges) Francisque Fernand (+1843–1909)
38, 177, 178, 184, 277
on pâte tendre stone 559–60
Scotland, Highland Stoneware 773
secret societies (hsiang-tu hsu) 771, 772
Seger, Hermann (+1853–1933) 710, 714
on porcelain stone 225
pyrometric cones 117, 238 and n
on reduction firing 299 and n
Semedo, Fr Alvarez (+1586–1638), missionary 740, 744
semi-conductors 717
sericite (mica) 219
Seto, Japan, kiln site 721
Settala, Manfred (fl. +1670s) 750
setters
heat consumption by 60
Ju ware 169
in Persian kilns 738
step 343–4, 347
triangular 335, 339, 340–1, 344
Sèvres factory 38, 217, 574, 578, 752
analysis of Chinese porcelain material 773
see also Ehlenm; Salvetat; Vogt
enamels 637
on-glaze gold 703
pâte tendre (soft-paste) 754
spallato wares 171, 390, 739
shu-thu (sandy clay) 236
Shan Thai (fl. +1700s), assistant at Ching-te-chen 197
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Shan-thou (‘Swatow’) 362–3
Shang dynasty (Bronze Age) 7, 8, 12
architecture 111

ritual ware 137, 202, 204, 609
Bronze Age 107
ceramic (from +1085) 330
state control of manufacture 15, 184, 185
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gold-ruby glass 633, 636 and n
high-lead glazes 485–6, 487, 488
terra sigillata 431
roofs 111, 112, 114–15, 491–4
glazed tiles 493, 5, 494–8
spiritual functions of 491, 492–3, 494
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Rouen, France, soft-paste porcelain 749
rubies, said to be used in glazes 565–6
Ruggieri, Fr Michele (+1543–1607), Jesuit missionary,
maps 743, 744
Russia
feldspathic porcelains 769
and remote technology transfer 710
see also Soviet Union
Ryukyû Islands, Japan, trade with 717 and n
saggers 341–4, 354, 373–374, 5–374
bucket-shaped 341
Chi-chou kilns 278
covered boxes 373, 373
cylindrical 341
dragon kilns 357, 358
earliest known 344
for early porcelains 353
funnel-shaped 344, 344
heat consumption by 60, 61
kilns for 377
manufacture of (description) 27
in Persian kilns 738
at Phing-ho 361
refractory clays for 341–2, 376
Tomobaka ware 268
in T'zu-chou kilns 172
used as fire-gates 331
Vierh kilns 531
Saigon, Vietnam, roof decoration 531
St Austril, Cornwall, kaolins 758, 759
St Cloud, France, soft-paste porcelain 749
St Fond, Faujas de (+1741–1819), French geologist 757
St Ives, Cornwall, Leach’s pottery at 1741
Sainte-Porchaire wares, France 754
salt, common, in enamels 621
saltpetre
in alkaline glazes 631–2, 634
natural occurrence 632–3
Salvetat, Louis Alphonse (+1812–80) 38, 232, 239, 554, 773
Samarra, Iraq
cobalt-blue tin-glazed wares 662, 671
imitations of san-t'ai wares 733
trade with China 729
San Shao-Chî (History of the Three Mountains,
c. +1150–87) 521
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bronze casing 102–4, 398, 400–1

glazed stonewares 126, 127, 128, 129–30, 131, 132, 456

pottery production 16–17

whitewares 8, 11, 123–4, 125, 126

see also An-yang

Shang-tsu-hsi kiln site

saggers 342

siliceous stonewares 257, 257

southern greenwares 353, 353

Shang-sha Chen (Directorate for Palace Delicacies) 203

shang-shih chiu (marks on Ting ware) 159

Shang-yi kiln site (Chekiang)
dragon kiln 348–9, 349–50, 349

greenwares 137, 140, 532, 526

Shang-hsi Cultural Relics Committee 128

Shanghai

Fu-tan University 787

Institute of Ceramics 793–7

Institute of Silicate Chemistry and Technology 252

International Conferences at 278–9, 680

Shao Chheng-Chang (fl. c. +1100), eunuch official 291 and n

Shao Hao (legendary ruler) 12

Shao-fu (firing and forming) 35

Shao-fu (Chamberlain for Palace Revenues) 17, 183

Shao-fu Chen (Directorate for Imperial Manufactories) 512

Shao-hsing, coal mines 613

Shao-hsing Cultural Relics Committee 350

Shao-hsing Fu Chih (gazetteer) +1377) 22

Shao-hsing kiln site, southern greenwares 523

shellac, to waterproof open-fired wares 285

shells, Neolithic period, as currency 7

shen-fu-kang (deep alum red) 567

Shen Nung, Deity of Agriculture 12, 270

Shen Pang (fl. +1500), Assistant Prefect of Jao-chou 193

Shen Yu (fl. +1731), painter 642, 643

Shen-hou (Hunan province)

man-shu kiln 89

pottery-making methods 391

Shen-yang tile kiln site 314

Sheng-Hsuan-Tau, alchemist 633

Shih Ching (Book of Songs), c. –1000 to c. –600) 13

Shih Hsi (adaptation of book on projection and art), +1799) 643–8

Shih Hsi Kuo Chuan (History of the Ten Kingdoms Period, +1669) 521

shih ('master' potter) 140

Shih Ta-Pin (fl. +16th century), potter 274

Shih Hsi Lai Chih (Well-Remembered Objects, +1991), on slab-building 444

Shih-chia-chuang, excavation site 232

Shih-Huang-Ti, first emperor of the Chhin

burial site 15, 108, 413–4, 414

terra-cotta warriors 133–14, 413, 424–7

shih-tsu-hung (pomegranate red) 607

Shih-po Sau (Maritime Trade Supervisors) 717 and n

shih-tsu-chhing (cobalt) 685

Shih-hsi klin site

phase-separated glazes 603, 604

sheet-clay technique 1539

tiles 521–2

Shih-wan stonewares, dragon kiln 355

Shim-ten Ta-nai-shan kiln site, stonewares 141

shipping, Chinese 715, 716

shipwreck cargoes 755–766, 728

Goldemont 1478–9, 741

'Sinian wreck' 5046, 711, 724

Shiun-tou kiln site, southern greenwares 524

Shon-yang tile kiln site 519

Shun-kang, pomegranate red 137

in Ching-te-chen porcelain stones 219–20, 445

drying 41–2, 50

glazes 575–6

lobes 119

Shu Chih-Ko (fl. +1158), palace official 204

Shu Ching (Book of History, Chou dynasty) 12

Shu Shan (fl. +1759), assistant at Ching-te-chen 196, 208

Shu Tsu Tsa Chi (Miscellaneous Notes from the Garden of Beaux and Peas, +1475) 570

shia-fu glaze stone 559

shia-fu (Privy Council) 212

shia-fu wares

glazes 560

from Hu-thien 230–2, 230, 231, 233, 233

moulding in light relief 143

Shui-yok Hung (water transportation guild) 213

Shun, last of legendary Five Emperors 12 and n

Shuo Wei T'ao T'zu (Analytical Dictionary of Ceramics) 13

Shuo-hien, Temple of Sublime Prosperity, tiles 509

sialon (silicon nitride and aluminium oxide) ceramics 783

Sian

imperial bathing pool at 108

see also Shih-Huang-Ti, first emperor of the Chhin;

terra-cotta warriors

Signorini, Stefano (fl. +1172–93) 642

Silesia, cobalt ores 7398

silicas 76

beta-cristobolite 59

and fluxes 77–8

in glazes 81, 84, 85, 475

melting point 77

in stoneware clays 129, 151, 182, 257, 257

in Ting glazes 543

in wood ash 359–60, 459

silicate ceramics 783

silicates, in artificial pigments 610

silicon carbide 783

silicon nitride 783

silicon oxide, glass and glazes 76–7

Silk Road, trade on 716

silver

colloidal 655

imported vessels 666 and n

silvering 604–5, 608, 203

silver vessels, influence on ceramic forms and designs 434–5, 437

silver-gilt, European mounts on Chinese wares 741

'Sinian wreck', porcelains found at 5046, 711, 724
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whiteclay clays 181, 182, 183
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